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Abstract

Wireless networking has kept evolving with additional features and increasing capacity.

Meanwhile, inherent characteristics of wireless networking make it more vulnerable

than wired networks. In this thesis we present an extensive and comprehensive review

of physical layer security in wireless networking.

Different from cryptography, physical layer security, emerging from the informa-

tion theoretic assessment of secrecy, could leverage the properties of wireless channel

for security purpose, by either enabling secret communication without the need of keys,

or facilitating the key agreement process. Hence we categorize existing literature into

two main branches, namely keyless security and key-based security. We elaborate the

evolution of this area from the early theoretic works on the wiretap channel, to its

generalizations to more complicated scenarios including multiple-user, multiple-access

and multiple-antenna systems, and introduce not only theoretical results but practical

implementations.

We critically and systematically examine the existing knowledge by analyzing the

fundamental mechanics for each approach. Hence we are able to highlight advantages

and limitations of proposed techniques, as well their interrelations, and bring insights

into future developments of this area.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The proliferation of wireless networking brings great challenges for ensuring secure

communications. The ubiquitous presence and growing capacity of wireless networks

increases the danger that users’ privacy could be comprised. Moreover, some inherent

characteristics of wireless communication, such as openness, broadcast and superpo-

sition present different difficulties in ensuring security. Due to its inherent complexity,

security in wireless networking is concerned in various layers in the Open Systems

Interconnection Model (OSI). For instance, link layer solutions like Extensible Au-

thentication Protocol (EAP) and application layer encryption like Wired Equivalent

Privacy (WEP) and Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) have been developed and

widely deployed throughout today’s Wi-Fi networks. However, those protocols have

been proven compromised [1, 2, 3], especially facing more dedicated adversaries. Tra-

ditionally, networking security is largely trusted to cryptosystems. However, the nature

of wireless communications raises issues such as key distribution and management for

symmetric schemes, and increasing computational complexity for asymmetric systems.

Cryptosystems also face the risk of being broken by adversaries, in those cases where

the reliability of the encryption code is not mathematically guaranteed.

In response, the design of secure physical layer attracts increasing attention, which

could be deployed in parallel with higher layer methods. Physical layer security holds

the potential for enabling secret communication and reliable authentication, as well

as sparing computational complexity for devices with fewer resources. The study of

secrecy features in physical layer communications can be dated back to the 70s, with the

groundbreaking works by Wyner. However, it has been a theoretical topic for decades.

In recent years, due to the development in wireless technology such as cognitive radio
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and Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) [4], we have witnessed an resurgence of

interest in this area, with better prospects of being practically applied.

There are two major aspects of security in wireless networking, which could be

referred to as active attack and passive attack. The latter is also commonly addressed

as eavesdropping. Active attack could be an intrusion with faked authentication, or

sabotaging the networking by malicious jamming. Eavesdropping, on the other hand,

is aimed at breaking the secrecy of the communication and acquire private informa-

tion. While active attack presents an serious issue in special scenarios such as military

network, eavesdropping remains a more common threat in general use. In current liter-

ature, physical layer security is mainly focused on preventing eavesdropping, in other

words, ensuring the secrecy of communication. Physical layer security against active

attacks is also well discussed in the community, but often with separate terms, such as

jamming and counter-jamming techniques. Methods for ensuring reliable authentica-

tion is commonly addressed as physical layer authentication. In the rest of this thesis,

we will employ those terminologies, and physical layer security will be used to mainly

represent protection from eavesdropping.

Despite the rich existing knowledge, secure and reliable wireless communication

is still largely an open problem. With the widespread of wireless networking as well

as developments in wireless technology, there will be more challenges to come in the

future, making this topic a constant active research area. Physical layer security could

contribute to overall secure communication in many ways. The fundamental idea be-

hind physical layer security is to leverage features of wireless channel and randomness

of signal noise to limit the amount of information that can be obtained by unauthorized

eavesdropper. Based on theoretical models, with proper coding design and signal pro-

cessing method, physical layer security could ensure secret communication without the

need of established keys. On the other hand, when the use of secret keys is needed,

by exploiting the inherent randomness of wireless medium, physical layer security pro-

vides an alternative way of establishing keys, which reduces the computational burden

for application layer encryption. Hence, physical layer security methods could be fur-

ther categorized into two sections: keyless schemes and key-based schemes, although

there are also exotic approaches that could not fall in either category.

As mentioned, the topic was first discussed decades ago and is experiencing an re-
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naissance in recent years, hence retrospective examinations as well as taxonomy of cur-

rent trends are necessary to further progress towards practical applications. In [5], Shiu

et al provide a brief tutorial on physical layer security for wireless networks, where the

authors classify existing techniques into five categories, namely information-theoretic

security, channel approaches, code approaches, power approaches and signal design

approaches. Yet such classification failed to explain the field in a unified framework

and highlight the connections between different approaches, as it is based on exploited

features instead of design objectives and incentives. Also, the tutorial doesn’t con-

tain sufficient theoretical and applied details, as well as up-to-date developments in the

area. A more recent survey of the topic is provided in [6], where Mukherjee et al em-

ploy a methodology similar to this thesis, which assesses applied designs with a unified

information-theoretic foundation. However, the survey places much greater empha-

sis on the theoretical capabilities of systems instead of their practicalities and detailed

designs. The survey provides a comprehensive coverage of a wide range of channel

models, yet some of those models are impractical for security implementations.

In this thesis, we present a comprehensive and critical review of this rich field,

while balancing between applied techniques and theoretical assessments. We will not

only present the theoretical origin that lays the foundation of the topic, but also focus

on the recent developments which lead to practical implementations. From the vast

existing literature, we selectively cover those that are more relevant to practical and

up-to-date wireless networking systems. Hence, works included in this thesis should

meet following criteria. First, selected works should be significant in theoretical or

experimental results. Second, selected works should consider typical and applicable

networking models. Third, we are particularly interested in security with emerging

technologies such as multiple antennas, which holds great potentials for security en-

hancement.

Questions that we would like to address include not only theoretical properties,

but the practicality of physical layer security in modern wireless system. Practical

challenges and limitations faced by such systems will be discussed, such as scalability

and energy consumption. As diverse research developments are ongoing is this active

field, we believe such review is needed to give clear guidance for future progress. The

rest of this chapter will present an introduction of typical security threats in wireless
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network, and an outline of the thesis.

1.1 Wireless Adversary Models
Attacks in wireless networks fall into two basic categories: passive attacks and active

attacks. The most common type of passive attack is eavesdropping. On the other

hand, active attacks significantly interfere with normal network operations because the

adversary tries to alter the network data. The most common types of active attacks

include denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks, and information

disclosure and message modification attacks.

A DoS attack is when an adversary attempts to exhaust or suspend resources avail-

able to legitimate users. In wireless, DoS generally consists of efforts to temporarily

or indefinitely interrupt service of legitimate AP to its intended receiver, and involves

more diverse techniques compared to wired DoS. Wireless DoS attacks can be further

divided into three categories: Jamming attacks, flooding attacks, and semantic attacks.

A jamming attack is when the adversary transmits artificial noise on the legitimate sig-

nal band to disrupt the communication. Flooding attacks exhaust resources by sending

a large amount of messages to a protocol participant. Jamming attacks and flooding

attacks have many similarities, and differences between them mainly lay in two as-

pects. First, the jammer is usually a illegal node not associated with the network while

flooding attacker could be a recognized user in the network transmitting overwhelm-

ing traffics. Second, jamming attacks usually create noise to corrupt the signal at the

receiver’s end, while flooding attacks usually use overwhelming amounts of traffic to

exhaust resources at AP, thus to prevent service for legitimate users.

On the other hand, semantic attacks exploit protocol weaknesses by transmitting

valid protocol messages with forged message fields. One example of a semantic at-

tack is the deauthentication attack against IEEE 802.11 networks [7]. After an 802.11

client has selected an access point to use for communication, it must first authenticate

itself to the AP before further communication may commence. Moreover, part of the

authentication framework is a message that allows clients and access points to explic-

itly request deauthentication from one another. Unfortunately, this message itself is

not authenticated using any keying material. Consequently the attacker may spoof this

message, either pretending to be the access point or the client, and direct it to the other
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party. In response, the access point or client will exit the authenticated state and will

refuse all further packets until authentication is re-established, and by repeating the at-

tack persistently a client may be kept from transmitting or receiving data indefinitely.

This example shows the insufficiency of the current 802.11 link layer authentication

mechanism at defending against semantic attacks.

Another form of active attack in wireless networking is the man-in-the-middle at-

tack, where an intruder pretends to be a legitimate node of the network and deceives

the authentication system so as to usurp system resources and steal private information.

It makes independent connections with the victims and relays messages between them,

making them believe that they are talking directly to each other over a private connec-

tion, when in fact the entire conversation is controlled by the attacker. A man-in-the-

middle attack usually involves passive attack like eavesdropping, to capture authentica-

tion sequences and secret keys, and therefore to obtain privilege to access information

illegally. Hence, a man-in-the-middle attack could be regarded as a overlapping type

of active and passive attack. Another example of man-in-the-middle attack is the rogue

AP attack, where unauthorized APs placed by the attacker pretend to be legitimate

ones.

Other types of active attacks less commonly seen in wireless network include in-

formation disclosure and message modification attacks. In information disclosure, a

compromised node acts as an information leaker by deliberate disclosure of confiden-

tial information to unauthorized nodes. Information such as the amount and periodicity

of the traffic between a selected pair of nodes and the changing traffic patterns can be

valuable to the adversaries in many military applications. Message modification refers

to an attack in which an aggressor performs additions or deletions to the network com-

munication content.

Eavesdropping is the most common attack in wireless networking, which is to cap-

ture confidential and private message from private communication. In some scenarios,

an eavesdropper might be able to intercept the transmitted signal but cannot obtain any

critical information from it due to the encryption. On the other hand, traffic analysis

could be used to determine the locations and identities of the communicating parties

by intercepting and examining the transmitted messages. The traffic information may

be useful for tracking the communication patterns of any two parties and break the en-
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of common security attacks in wireless

cryption. Hence eavesdropping can be performed even if the messages are encrypted

and the malicious users can use the information gleaned from eavesdropping for other

forms of attack. Thus, eavesdropping is not popular and dangerous in itself, but also

linked to other type of threats, and brings chances for active attacks. Protection from

eavesdropping remains a major front of developing secure wireless communication.

A diagram of common types of attacks in wireless networking is shown in fig-

ure 1.1. In wireless networking, traffic analysis and eavesdropping are closely related,

and commonly regarded as a single problem, since both of them passively capture com-

municating information in the networking. In this context, we use eavesdropping as a

general terminology to refer to wireless passive attack, which consists of traffic analy-

sis and narrowly defined eavesdropping. It should be noted that attacks in wireless net-

working happen in different stages of communication. As shown in figure 1.1, eaves-

dropping is the prerequisite that enables man-in-the-middle attack, and jamming is the

most common form of denial of service attack in wireless networking.

As mentioned, in this thesis we focus on the mainstream physical layer security

research, which tries to address the problem of confidentiality, i.e., to keep information

secret from unintended receivers. Hence eavesdropping attack is the main form of

threat considered in following chapters. It should be noted that security risks in today’s

wireless networks are much more complex than any threat model introduced above.

Firstly, different aspects of secure communications, from authentication, reliability to
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confidentiality and privacy, are interconnected, as an exposure in one direction may

leave other aspects vulnerable. Also, an attacker is not necessarily limited to a fixed

type of attacks. A hybrid attacker may be able to launch both active and passive attacks,

which facilitate each other.

In the research of physical layer security, a divide-and-conquer approach is com-

monly employed as to focus on an individual problem with a simplified setting. Hence,

physical layer security designs tackle confidentiality as a single problem, and com-

monly assume established authentication. It should be noted that only the initial authen-

tication is required in such assumption, as subsequent message authentication can be

implemented by sacrificing fractions of the previous message rate. On the other hand,

even when such initial authentication is not available, techniques proposed for con-

fidential communication in broadcasting channels can be used to treat any unintended

receiver as eavesdropper and allow transmissions of public and private messages simul-

taneously. Meanwhile, most of the existing literature also assumes pure eavesdropper,

which is limited to only passive attack.

More specifically, two basic security models are addressed in this thesis, namely

secret communication and secret key generation, corresponding to keyless and key-

based approaches respectively. As distinctions between the two have been previously

introduced, it should also be noted that physical layer security designs commonly as-

sume certain conditions on the communication channel, corresponding to different se-

curity models and techniques. Hence, while physical layer security captures the under-

lying properties of physical layer communication, which are ignored by conventional

security protocols, it is at the same time restricted by those properties. In practical sys-

tem design, physical layer security could therefore complement and reinforce existing

conventional techniques, instead of being considered as an overall replacement.

1.2 Structure of the Thesis
In the next chapter, we introduce the fundamentals and recent development of informa-

tion theoretic security, an important tool for accessing the secrecy capacity of wireless

communication, and the common ground for physical layer security designs. Chapter 3

discusses different layers of keyless physical layer strategy, from the design of wiretap

codes, to the construction of secrecy channels in multiple antenna system. Chapter 4
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presents a review of key-based physical layer security.

Conclusions of this study, and discussion on future directions considering emerg-

ing topics in the area are presented in Chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Secrecy Capacity of Wireless Channels

In this chapter we present the major information theoretic analysis results on secrecy

of wireless networks. The term information theoretic security is derived from its close

relationship from information theory, as the fundamental reasoning is basically to ex-

ploit the information theoretic properties of wireless channel for security purposes. By

examining the secrecy capacity and security related features of wireless channels, in-

formation theoretic security provides common ground and guidance for the design of

secure wireless networking, and is an important theoretical tool for practical system

design to assess its performance. This area, pioneered by Wyner in his groundbreaking

article [8], lays the foundation of research in physical layer security. Wyner’s work

has been constantly extended to more sophisticated channels, and with different as-

sumptions. In recent years, we witness an resurgence of information theoretic security

together with vast developments of wireless technology. In this chapter we introduce

the most notable works and recent developments in this area.

2.1 The Wiretap Channel Model
With the widespread deployment of wireless networks, secrecy becomes an equally

important feature as capacity. The secrecy problem of a networking system is that of

communicating a message through the main channel without conveying information

about the message through the eavesdropper’s channel. The wire-tap channel model

proposed by Wyner [8] is a significant work that examines the relationship of secrecy

and channel capacity in a networking system, and attracted great attention since it was

published. The wiretap model is illustrated in figure 2.1, where the legal communica-

tion through the main channel is being wire-tapped by a malicious eavesdropper, and
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the channel that the eavesdropper listen on is referred as the wiretap channel. m denotes

the message being sent to the legitimate receiver, x as the encoded signal and y and z

as the received signal at the legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper respectively, and

u represents the message decoded at the legitimate receiver. We assume the original

message contains k bits of information, which will be decoded into n bits of signal.

This pair {k,n} is a basic feature of the coding scheme.

Figure 2.1: Diagram of a generic wiretap channel model

Wyner’s work follows Claude Shannon’s work on perfect secrecy [9]. Shannon

assumed a scenario where both the main and eavesdropper’s channels are noiseless.

As traditionally, encryption is the major route to achieve confidential communication,

Shannon adapted the use of the secret key k in his model. The key k is used to en-

crypt the message y into cryptogram c. The assumption on the eavesdropper is that

it has unlimited computational power, knowledge of the coding scheme, and receives

an identical copy of the signal received at the legitimate receiver through a noiseless

channel.

Naturally, Shannon defined the communication to be perfectly secure when the

encrypted signal c received by the eavesdropper gives no difference to the eavesdrop-

per’s perception of the message m. In other words, c and m are mutually independent.

Following classic information theoretic paradigm, the independency between messages

is measured with mutual information. On the other hand, the amount of information

contained in messages is modeled with the uncertainty of information, measured with

information entropy. Assuming two discrete random variables X and Y with probablity

distribution p(x) and p(y), and joint distribution p(x,y), their mutual information and
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the information entropy of X can be defined as following.

I(X ; Y ) = ∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Y

p(x,y)log(
p(x,y)

p(x)p(y)
) (2.1)

H(X) =− ∑
x∈X

p(x)logp(x) (2.2)

Hence, in Shannon’s definition of perfect secrecy, the eavesdropper has the same

level of uncertainty of the information, before or after receiving the encrypted signal.

Thus the mutual information between m and z is zero.

lim
n→∞

I(m; z) = 0 (2.3)

Following this statement, [10] proved that the secret key k needs to have at least

the same entropy as the actual message itself, i.e., H(k)≥ H(m). In practice, an exam-

ple of such encryption system is one-time pad, which uses a secret key with the same

length as the message itself, and encrypts the messages bitwise with corresponding

bits in the key. Shannon’s result discouraged further research in information theoretic

secrecy, since the availability of a scheme that distributes a secret key at both commu-

nicating nodes with entropy exceeding that of the message, means that the message can

be shared securely between the two nodes without a key. In wiretap channel model,

Wyner revisited the problem with modified assumptions. First, the noiseless assump-

tion of Shannon was relaxed by assuming a possibly noisy main channel and an wiretap

channel that is nosier than the main channel. Second, Wyner relax the perfect secrecy

condition to that based on normalized leakage information, hence transfer equation 2.3

to:

lim
n→∞

I(m; z)
n

= 0 (2.4)

Wyner further defined the equivocation rate of such a system with those assump-

tions, which measures the residual ambiguity about the transmitted message at the wire-

tapper, or eavesdropper. It should be noted that, since Wyner defines secrecy in a nor-

malized manner, this statement is usually considered weaker than Shannon’s statement.

To better identify the condition for secrecy, we could rewrite equation 2.4 to the form
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of conditional entropy:

lim
n→∞

H(m; z)
n

= ∆ (2.5)

∆ represents the level of confusion that the eavesdropper would perceive. Natu-

rally, we would like ∆ to be as large as possible. Here, we also consider the error-rate

of the coding scheme, which is a important feature for wireless communication. With

a given pair of encoder and decoder, we define the error-rate as following:

Pe =
1
k

k

∑
i=1

P{mi ̸= ui} (2.6)

From a system designer’s perspective, we would like to have Pe as small as possi-

ble. It is common to set a upper limit for the error rate, represented as ε , such that:

Pe ≤ ε (2.7)

Here, we define a pair of factors as {R,Re}, where R represents the transmission

rate and Re represents the equivocation rate that we would like to maximize. Then two

constraints about this pair can be defined as follows:

R− ε ≤ H(m)

n
(2.8)

Re − ε ≤ ∆ (2.9)

Hence, the problem of channel secrecy is refined as to characterize achievable

{R,Re} under those constraints. Wyner’s remarkable work [8] assess this problem. It

should be noted that, as shown in figure 2.1, with the assumption that the wiretap chan-

nel is degraded, hence the signal X , Y , and Z forms a Markov chain, which is important

for Wyner’s result. Let Cm and Cw represent the capacities of the main channel and

the wiretap channel respectively, there exits an rate Cs, such that when 0 ≤ R ≤ Cs,

0 ≤ Re ≤ H(m). The set of {R,Re} when Re = H(m) is of particular importance, as

it indicates that the equivocation at the eavesdropper is the same as the entropy of the

message itself. In other words, perfect secrecy is achieved.
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Hence, as a conclusion, in the general wiretap channel model, when Cm > Cw, a

maximum rate Cs, 0 ≤Cs ≤Cm is achievable to allow secure communication.

It should be noted that, as shown in figure 2.1, the received signal at the eaves-

dropper also goes through the main channel. The total eavesdropper’s channel is then a

cascade of the main channel and the separate wiretap channel. Hence in some early ar-

ticles, the capacity of the wiretap channel is denoted as Cmw. In this thesis, we employ

the recent notation, and treat the eavesdropper’s channel as a whole. Hence, in the rest

of the thesis, we will use Cw for this purpose.

Wyner’s results are of practical significance, and have since been widely discussed

and further extended. The conclusion of a possible transmission rate that en-

sure message privacy without additional means and limitations on the eavesdrop-

per’s computational resources, facilitate both direct secure communication with-

out keys, and reliable key agreement. However, there are preconditions of Wyner’s

results which limit its practicality without further extensions.

• Degraded wiretap channel: The basic wiretap channel assumes implicitly that

the eavesdropper’s channel needs to be cascade of the main channel and an addi-

tional wiretap channel following it. Hence, the whole eavesdropper’s channel is

degraded compared to the main channel. To be more specific, the signals trans-

mitted and received by the legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper should form

a Markov chain such that X →Y → Z. However, in practice, such ideal condition

is not usually met. In other words, the received signal at the eavesdropper z is

not ideally independent from the transmitted signal y.

• Static main channel: Wyner’s results are based on static scenarios, where the

main channel should be fixed and its channel information should be known to

the transmitter. In reality, fading and mobile channels often complicate such

assumptions, especially considering wireless channels.

• Single access: In the original model, only single access channel is considered.

However, in modern networking, especially wireless communication, multiple

access is widely used to boost the capacity of the systems. In general multi-user

networking, more complicated features like interference and broadcasting may

further bring challenges to the secrecy capacity.
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2.2 Improvement of Wiretap Channel and Its Applica-

bility
Following Wyner’s work, there has been various articles that address its potential chal-

lenges. Those works greatly improved the adaptability of the wiretap channel and

generalized the results into more sophisticated scenarios. The early enhancement of

Wyner’s work was focused on introducing more complicated single-antenna channels.

In [11], the authors examined the possibility and practicality of partial secrecy

regarding Wyner’s model. In other words, as perfect secrecy is defined as Re = H(m),

in reality, a large enough Re could be sufficient to keep the communication secure. The

authors discussed the feasibility of a partial secrecy rate, and proposed to improve its

secrecy by linear coding. More specifically, as shown in Wyner’s work, the perfect

secure rate Cs is between 0 and main channel capacity Cm. From a coding perspec-

tive, the transmission rate R could be related to the coding ratio k/n. By limiting R

to the secrecy rate Cs, the system is in fact adding redundancy bits n− k to confuse

the eavesdropper. The authors argued that it is possible to leverage redundancy bits to

transmit useful information, with acceptable compromises on security. If we treated

the k bits information and n− k bits redundancy as separate messages, then the eaves-

dropper will be ignorant of each message separately, but could determine one of them

with the knowledge of other. This work gives useful insights on the nature of the wire-

tap channel model. However, it is of limited practicality, as the method works on the

assumption that the transmitted message has no redundancy. If the assumption is vio-

lated, however, the proposed operation may actually help the eavesdropper to reduce

equivocation.

In [12], Ozarow and Wyner further characterized this situation where the eaves-

dropper get arbitrary partial information of the source message with additional means.

The authors categorized this situation as the type-2 wiretap channel. The trade-off be-

tween the coding rate k/n, the bits that observed by the eavesdropper n− k has been

examined in details. To be more specific, the equivocation ∆ could be expressed as:

∆ = k−1− 2.23
4
√

n
≈ k−1 (2.10)

Thus, with any k bits from the encoded signal, the eavesdropper is kept ignorant to
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the message, and the communication remains secure. This work validated the general

concept of using redundancy to improve secrecy. This results are very significant for

practical wireless communication. In wireless networking protocols, such as 802.11, it

is common to insert fixed bits for framework control, and it should be assumed that the

eavesdropper has priori knowledge of those bits. An example could be the preamble in

the 802.11 protocol.

In [13], the authors expended the wiretap channel model with Gaussian noise on

both main channel and wiretap channel. Leung-Yan-Cheong and Hellman made a sig-

nificant contribution to applying the wiretap channel model into practical scenarios,

and clearly define the secrecy rate in Gaussian wiretap channel as following:

Cs =Cm −Cw (2.11)

Hence, the secrecy capacity of Gaussian wiretap channel is clearly quantified, and

it is also stated that a non-zero secrecy capacity is only possible when the wiretap chan-

nel is degraded compared to the main channel. To be more specific, the two channels

are assumed to have zero mean and variances σ2
M and σ2

E respectively. Let P denote

the average power constraint over the transmitted symbols, the maximum achievable

secure rate of communication can be expressed (considering real signals) as:

Cs =
1
2

log(1+
P

σ2
M
)− 1

2
log(1+

P
σ2

M +σ2
E
) (2.12)

Hence, the secrecy capacity of the system is the difference of capacities between the

main channel and the eavesdropper channel.

In [14], Csiszar and Korner presented an important piece of work of further gener-

alizing wiretap channel model to broadcasting and non-degraded channels. The work

considered an generalized scenario where the transmitter is broadcasting public mes-

sages to both the intended receiver and the eavesdropper, while also sending private

message that should be kept secret from the eavesdropper. Csiszar and Korner extended

the capacity pair of {R,Re} to a rate tuple as {R1,Re,R0}, representing the achievable

private message rate, equivocation rate and common message rate respectively. Con-

straints on the rate tuple can be expressed as:
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0 ≤ Re ≤ R1 (2.13)

Re ≤ I(v; y|m)− I(v; z|m) (2.14)

R1 +R0 ≤ I(v; y|m)+min(I(m; y), I(m; z)) (2.15)

0 ≤ R0 ≤ min(I(m; y), I(m; z)) (2.16)

To revise the original wiretap channel model with this extended framework, it is

straightforward to see that the capacity pair {R,Re} represents a special situation where

there is no public message transferred. In the broadcasting scenario, the secrecy capac-

ity is defined in a similar way as in the original model, which is the most achievable

rate in tuple {R1,Re,0}. Based on equations 2.13 to 2.16, the secrecy capacity Cs could

be expressed as:

C = max
M→V→X→Y Z

(I(m; y)− I(m; z)) (2.17)

It should be noted that the notation M → V → X → Y Z indicates the sequence

of signals forms a Markov chain, where V represents an auxiliary random variable

inserted as a prefix channel to increase the secrecy capacity by facilitating the Markov

chain. Thus, the assumption of degraded wiretap channel, i.e., X → Y → Z is waived.

However, the main channel should still be of better quality than the eavesdropper’s

channel. Csiszer and Korner [14] greatly generalized the wiretap channel model and

has since been widely discussed in following works.

Recently, the secrecy capacity of fading channels becomes an active topic of dis-

cussion. As introduced above, the key assumption of wiretap channel in static scenario

is that the main channel is stronger than the eavesdropper’s channel. In fading channels,

however, since time diversity is provided, it is straightforward to consider leverage the

fading feature to improve secrecy.

To capture the time diversity and dynamic nature of fading channels, a new metric

of secrecy capacity is introduced, referred to as secrecy outage probability. Similar to
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traditional rate outage probability, secrecy outage probability measures the likelihood

that the instantaneous achievable secrecy rate Ri is below certain threshold ε , expressed

as:

Po = P{Ri < ε},ε > 0 (2.18)

Apart from fading channels, the outage probability metric is commonly used in

schemes where the secrecy capacity is dynamic, which will be elaborated in the next

chapter.

In [15], Barros and Rodrigues studied the secrecy capacity of slow fading chan-

nels. To be more specific, the authors examined the secrecy outage probability and rate

capacity of quasi-static fading channels. The results showed that secure communica-

tion on those channels is possible even if the average SNR of the main channel is lower

than that of the eavesdropper’s channel. Also, the results showed the instantaneous rate

capacity in fading channels could be higher than the rate capacity of non-fading channel

with the same average SNRs. Those results suggested that an opportunistic approach of

secure communication is feasible in fading channels, which will be discussed in details

in later parts of this thesis.

Gopala et al. [16] further validated the notion that fading is actually beneficial to

secrecy. The authors focused on the secrecy capacity of slow fading channels with

different assumptions of knowledge of CSI at the transmitter. The results showed that

CSI of the eavesdropper’s channel holds less importance compared to the CSI of the

main channel. When the main channel is in good enough condition, the awareness of

eavesdropper’ CSI is irrelevant to the secrecy capacity. The authors also discussed the

impacts of power allocation and rate adaptation.

In [17], the authors investigated the achievable secrecy capacity in a scenarios

where the main channel is AWGN and the eavesdropper’s channel is Rayleigh fading

with additive Gaussian noise. The authors assumed that only the main channel infor-

mation is known at the transmitter, and the fading of the eavesdropper’s channel is

unknown. The authors suggested that artificial noise and power bursting can be used to

achieve improve secrecy, especially when the main channel is in worse condition than

the eavesdropper’s channel.
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In [18], Liang et al. generalized the analysis of fading wiretap channel to broad-

casting scenario, where additive Gaussian noise is considered. In [19], Liang et al.

further considered the scenario of compound wiretap channel, where the main channel

and the eavesdropper’s channel could have a variety of possible states. The work also

introduced the notion of secrecy degree of freedom as a metric of accessing the secrecy

in compound channel. Secrecy degree of freedom could serve as an approximation of

the secrecy capacity in the high SNR scenario, and is very useful to analyse situations

such as multi-access channels, which will be elaborated in the next section.

Various other extensions based on Wyner’s results have been proposed. In

[20, 21], the authors derived the secrecy capacity of more specific broadcasting chan-

nels, where parallel channels are considered. Situations with different allocation of

subchannels are discussed.

It is clearly to see, that after its first establishment in the 70’s, the topic of infor-

mation theoretic security is experiencing a resurgence recently, where the focus of

the discussion has been shifted to the practicality of such method in complex and

diverse real scenarios. The remain challenges of keyless information theoretic se-

curity are largely due to the conditions that required to make the secrecy capacity

achievable. It should be noted that there are assumptions made to validate the

secrecy capacity of keyless schemes, many of which still remains compulsory with

recent developments.

• Knowledge of channel state information: A major difficulty of keyless infor-

mation theoretic security is the need of CSI for both the legitimate receiver and

the eavesdropper at the transmitter, since achieving secrecy capacity is essentially

a coding problem and the equivocation of the eavesdropper is ensured provided

that the code scheme used for transmission is correctly tailored to the channel.

Although the knowledge of the legitimate receiver at the transmitter could be

expected, since both legitimate users can cooperate to characterize their chan-

nel. The knowledge of the adversary, especially considering passive attackers, is

problematic. However, in a situation where the eavesdropper is also a legitimate

user of the network, such requirement could be met. Methods to circumvent the

requirement on CSI is still an major direction of research in information theoretic

security.
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• Need of randomizer: Fundamentally, information theoretic security relies on the

equivocation of messages. In practice, such protocols require proper code design

to maximize the equivocation at the eavesdropper. To enable such equivocation,

stochastic encoding is needed instead of deterministic mapping. In other words,

one-to-many mapping code is needed to create equivocation at the eavesdropper.

In practice, the performance of stochastic encoding is dependent on the random

generator, and the randomization mechanism should be considered. In [22], the

trade-off between the rate of randomization for the stochastic encoding and the

secrecy capacity is investigated, proving that randomization is a notable feature

for practical keyless secrecy communication.

• Authentication: It should be noted that there is an implicit assumption made by

the wiretap channel model, which is often ignored. The wiretap channel model

assumes that the main channel is already authenticated to begin with. In other

words, the transmitter is aware of the identity of the legitimate receiver and such

identity is trustworthy. This assumption is not restrictive though, since authenti-

cation mechanisms can be implemented by upper layer mechanics. It is worthy

considering when the totality of the networking security is considered.

• Weak secrecy: As mentioned before, the perfect secrecy defined in the wiretap

channel model is a normalized version of Shannon’s proposed concept [9]. In

the context of information theoretic security, the latter is often termed as strong

secrecy, while the former is referred to as weak secrecy. Such difference should

be noted, although in practice it is often considered trivia.

2.3 Extensions to Multiple-Antenna Channels
The recent development of multi-antenna technology greatly improves the capacity of

wireless networking. As a result, MIMO network has been a active topic in recent

years regarding both theoretical and applied research. The advantages of MIMO can be

leveraged in many fronts. It has been widely discussed in recent years that MIMO may

also lead to enhanced secrecy. Hence theoretic proof and practical code design have

been proposed to address the secrecy capacity of MIMO network. For instance Ekrem

and Ulukus [23] generalized wiretap channel model to multiuser MIMO system. The
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authors identified an relationship between the secrecy capacity region and precoding,

stating the secrecy capacity can be achieved with dirty paper coding.

2.3.1 Introduction to MIMO

Here we also give a brief introduction to MIMO. It is widely understood that in MIMO

system, the spectral efficiency is much higher than that of the conventional single-

antenna channels. The advantage of MIMO can be leveraged in various ways. Tradi-

tionally, MIMO have been used to increase diversity to combat channel fading. Since

each pair of transmit and receive antennas provides a signal path from the transmitter to

the receiver, by sending signals that carry the same information through diverse paths,

multiple independently faded replicas of the data symbol can be obtained at the receiver

end to improve the reliability of the transmission. This mechanism is usually referred

to as diversity gain.

Other than utilizing diverse paths to combat fading, another idea suggests that

in a MIMO channel, fading can in fact be beneficial due to the increased degrees of

freedom available for communication [24]. Essentially, if the path gains between in-

dividual transmit-receive antenna pairs fade independently, the channel matrix could

be well conditioned so that paths of pairs of transmitting and receiving antennas could

form parallel spatial channels. Hence it is obvious that by transmitting independent

information streams in parallel through the spatial channels, the data rate, or through-

put, can be increased. This effect is usually referred as multiplexing gain while its

correspondent technology referred as spatial multiplexing. In single stream scenario,

it is usually implemented by decomposing a high rate steam into multiple lower rate

ones to be transmitted by multiple antennas. With different assumptions, diversity gain

and multiplexing gain provide opportunities to leverage multiple antennas of transmit-

ter and receiver to enhance the communication. The comparison and trade-off of those

two aspects of MIMO have been well discussed [25]. In the context of multi-user

MIMO, it is straightforward to see that multiplexing gain is of more significance than

diversity gain, as the nature of multi-user wireless networking is to transmit concurrent

multiple streams to different users. Hence, in the following of this thesis, we mainly

discuss multiplexing gain regarding MIMO.

Another concept which is closely related to MIMO is beamforming. Applied in
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various fields, beamforming is essentially a signal processing technique that utilize sen-

sor arrays to form directional transmission or reception, which is achieved by making

array signals at intended location have constructive interference while having destruc-

tive interference at other ones. Hence beamforming is traditionally applied in multiple

input single output (MISO) systems. However, beamforming has also strong relevance

to MIMO since beamforming provides the foundation of precoding, which is essen-

tially is beamforming with multiple streams in its narrowest definition. It should be

noted that, to allow beamforming, CSI should be known at the transmitter.

In single user MIMO, when CSI is both provided to transmitter and receiver, pre-

coding and spatial multiplexing could combine to optimize the output, i.e., signal power

is maximized at its intended user. In multi-user MIMO, precoding performs a much

more important role as the fundamental function that, at each intended receiver, ag-

gregate the intended steam constructively and let other signals cancel out each other.

Hence, beamforming techniques are substantial and well discussed in the context of

distributed MIMO [26]. Precoding is also an important feature regarding security since

failed precoding means that interfering streams are not canceled out and streams could

be leaked to unintended user. Precoding also determines the signal that an eavesdropper

could hear.

Essentially, precoding is to condition the transmitting streams to let signal add

constructively at intended users and destructively at others. The conditioning is based

on the CSI known to the transmitter. In multi-user MIMO, precoding is generally

utilized for the down-link. Since the introduction of multi-user MIMO [27], there has

been extensive works on its theoretical capacity [28] and practical precoding algorithms

to achieve high capacity with low complexity for implementation.

Figure 2.2: Diagram of a generic DPC model

Under assumption of known CSI, Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) [29] is known to be

the optimal scheme for capacity and power allocation. While DPC is an important theo-
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retical tool for realizing perfect interference pre-cancellation with no power penalty, its

practical implementation is notoriously difficult [30], often considered infeasible. The

generalized DPC model is shown in figure 2.2 with following mathematical expression:

Y = X +S+N (2.19)

where M and U are the message to be sent and message decoded at receiver re-

spectively, X denotes the transmitted signal, Y denotes the received signal, S is arbitrary

interference known at the transmitter, and N is a statistically independent Gaussian ran-

dom variable representing the channel noise with variance PN , and the power constraint

on the transmitted signal is PX . Assuming S is known to the transmitter, to eliminate the

interference, a naive approach could be pre-canceling the interference, and the trans-

mission equation will be following:

Y = X ′+S+N = X −S+S+N = X +N (2.20)

However, with this approach, the transmit power will be E[X ′]2 = E[X ]2 +E[S]2.

Hence a large portion of transmit power will be used to cancel interference, which re-

sults in reduced transmission rate. When the interference is arbitrarily far away from

the symbol, the energy penalty will be unbearable. In DPC, Costa proved when inter-

ference is known to the transmitter, the capacity of such a system is

C =
1
2

log(1+
PX

PN
) (2.21)

which is the same as there is no interference. This result greatly encourages the

research on precoding since it provides theoretical proof of the existence of precoding

scheme that enables pre-cancellation of known interference without power and rate

penalty.

However since Costa precoding is notoriously difficult to implement in practice,

various alternative precoding algorithms have been proposed, among which Tomlinson-

Harashima Preoding (THP) [31, 32] is a well-known low-complexity symbol-by-

symbol precoding scheme proposed and widely studied in the context of precoding for

Inter-Symbol Interference channels. At high Signal-Noise-Ratio (SNR), THP achieves
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the same rate as DPC minus a fixed power penalty called the shaping loss, which is an

asymptotic power loss. Although like DPC, THP is also non-linear, THP is far more

practical than DPC and is a popular suboptimal approximation to DPC for distributed

MIMO.

The essential of THP is simple. The idea is to replicate the constellation along

the entire length of the real line to get an infinite extended constellation. Given an

information symbol m, the precoding scheme maps the symbol to a representation p

which is a duplicate symbol of m that is closest to the interference s. We then transmit

the pre-canceling symbol x = p− s. Hence, we define a mapping function qm(s) = p.

The received signal will be:

y = (qm(s)− s)+ s+n = qm(s)+n (2.22)

Where n is the noise. Unlike the naive approach, the power penalty of the mapping

does not grow unbounded with s but is fixed based on the constellation size. When the

constellation is large, the power penalty is negligible.

An even simpler class of alternative precoding schemes to non-linear precoding

(DPC and THP) is referred as linear precoding, among which, the simplest and best

known is Zero Forcing Beamforming (ZFBF), consisting of a column-normalized ver-

sion of the right pseudo-inverse of the channel matrix.

Let us consider a simple scenario where 2 single-antenna APs transmit to 2 single-

antenna clients. Let hi j, i, j ∈ {1,2} denote the channel response from AP j to client

i, x j(t) and y j(t) represents signal sent to and received at antenna j respectively, and

H = [hi j], i, j ∈ {1,2} denote the channel response matrix. In a typical ZFBF system,

the precoding is based on the pseudo-inverse of the channel matrix H to construct a

diagonal matrix at the receiver’s end. Assuming a simple scenario where the channel

matrix H is invertible, such precoding can be expressed as following.

 y1(t)

y2(t)

= H

 s1(t)

s2(t)

= HH−1

 x1(t)

x2(t)

 (2.23)

Different from symbol-by-symbol precoding like THP, ZFBF is dependent on the

accurate channel measurements and CSI knowledge at the transmitter. ZFBF provides
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better performance than THP when the system works in low SNR (typically not the case

for WLAN broadband access, which has high spectral efficiency and operates in high

SNR) or the number of clients is significantly larger than the number of AP antennas,

and also ZFBF has the flexibility of user selection to approach the full capacity. In

the context of multi-user MIMO, ZFBF has been a common implementation and is

considered to be an easier yet sufficient alternative to THP.

ZFBF is a simple and straightforward instance of multi-user MIMO precoding,

where each stream arrives at different receiving antenna. As introduced, the objective

of multi-user MIMO precoding is to enable diversity gain and concurrent transmission,

and ZFBF represents an intuitive way of MIMO precoding as beamforming each stream

to individual antenna. In practice, sometimes making each stream arriving at different

antennas, i.e., spreading stream signal over multiple receiving antenna, is more desir-

able. By letting each stream be received by a single antenna, when a receiving antenna

fails, a whole stream would be lost, hence reducing the reliability of communication.

Also, ZFBF may not be the optimal strategy to maximize the overall capacity.

Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a popular multi-user MIMO precoding,

that unlike ZFBF, does not beamform each stream to single antenna. Yet, multiple

streams could still be differentiated at the receiver by linear transformation. The con-

struction of SVD is based on the n ∗m channel matrix H. With given H, its SVD can

be expressed as following.

H = UAVH (2.24)

Where U and VH represent a n ∗ n unitary matrix and m ∗m transpose unitary matrix

respectively. A is a n∗m rectangular matrix whose diagonal elements are nonnegative

real numbers and whose non-diagonal elements are zero. The diagonal elements λi

of A are called the singular values of H, and the vectors of U and VH are called the

left singular vectors and right singular vectors respectively. We take the conjugate

transpose of H in the following form.

HHH = UAVHVAHUH (2.25)

Since U and V are both unitary, and A is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative real
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diagonal elements, we then have:

HHHUH = λ 2
i UH (2.26)

Hence, it is straightforward to see that the squared elements λ 2
i are the eigenvalues

of matrix HHH corresponding to eigenvectors which are vectors of UH . To leverage the

property of SVD in multi-user MIMO precoding, SVD can be interpreted as two co-

ordinate transformations. The input signal at the transmitter can be expressed in terms

of a coordinate system defined by V and the output at the receiver side is expressed in

terms of a coordinate system defined by U. To be more specific, we precode the input

signal with V and transform the output signal with conjugate transpose of U, hence

rewrite the transmission equations as following.

s = Vx

y = UHs
(2.27)

Then, the resulting input output relationship of such scheme can be as following,

for simplicity, assuming the channel is noiseless.

y = UHHVx = UHUAVHVx = Ax (2.28)

Hence, the resulting equivalent channel enables diagonal channel matrix and con-

current transmission of multiple streams same as ZFBF. However, SVD doesn’t force

each stream to be received on a single antenna, but instead spreading energy of each

stream over multiple receiving antennas. Hence, SVD provides more robust and reli-

able precoding than ZFBF, improving the overall channel capacity. Essentially, SVD

can be regarded as an extension of ZFBF with equivalent channel construction.

An derivation of SVD has been proposed as geometry mean decomposi-

tion (GMD) [33]. GMD is a similar decomposition technique like SVD, with the

difference that the constructed equivalent channel matrix A is not a full diagonal ma-

trix but a upper triangular matrix, whose diagonal elements are identical. Since the

resulting matrix is not fully diagonalized, successive interference cancellation (SIC) or

other techniques should be used in addition at the receiver to decode data. However,
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GMD holds advantages compared to SVD as having identical diagonal elements for its

equivalent channel enables the same modulation being applied to all the data streams.

Hence it eliminates the trouble of assigning different modulation for different stream

of data.

It should be noted that by not fully diagonalizing the equivalent channel, GMD

sacrifices transmission energies that reduces communication performance. The

key factor of consideration for choosing between SVD and GMD it the availability

of modulation selection for different streams. As it is shown in [34], modulation

selection is the essential reason of deferred performance between SVD and GMD.

When modulation selection is available, SVD generally outperforms GMD, and

vice versa on the contrary. Decomposition based multiple stream beamforming

lays the foundation of multi-user MIMO, and its security features are examined

in following sections.

2.3.2 Secrecy Gains in MIMO

As introduced, the advantages of MIMO mainly owe to its diversity gain and multi-

plexing gain. Those benefits not only lead to increased channel capacity, but also bring

chances for enhanced secrecy. Let us describe a simple model of MIMO wiretap sce-

nario, which contains three terminals, i.e., the transmitter, the legitimate receiver, and

the eavesdropper. The terminals are equipped with nt , nr, ne as amount of antennas

respectively. The signals transmission is such system can be expressed as:

y = Hrx+nr

z = Hex+ne

(2.29)

Where nr and ne represent Gaussian white noise of the main channel and the eavesdrop-

per’s channel respectively, and Hr and He represent the MIMO transmission matrices.

To examine the advantage of MIMO, it should be noted that the diversity and

multiplexing gain are closely related to channel conditions. The analysis of the trade-off

of diversity and multiplexing gains in MIMO is first established by Zheng and Tse [25].

Both gains have been characterized and quantified in an asymptotic manner, and are

functions of the channel SNR.

Similarly, in [35], the trade-off of diversity and multiplexing gains under secrecy
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constraints has been discussed. Close to the conventional term, the secrecy multiplex-

ing gain is defined as:

lim
SNR→∞

R(SNR)
logSNR

≈ r (2.30)

Where R represents the achievable rate at the transmitter. It should be noted that the

secrecy multiplexing gain r is the asymptotic value capturing the high SNR behavior of

the channel.

Similarly the secrecy diversity gain of a MIMO channel is defined. As introduced,

the secrecy diversity gain is also commonly referred to as the secrecy degree of free-

dom, which is useful the access multi-user network. The gain can be expressed as:

lim
SNR→∞

logPe(SNR)
logSNR

≈−d (2.31)

Where Pe represents the error probability. Hence, the secrecy diversity gain captures

the asymptotic decrease rate of error probability with increasing SNR, under secrecy

constraints. The notion of secrecy diversity and multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) is pro-

posed [35] to access the relationship between those two metrics.

Recently, apart from accessing the asymptotic gains of MIMO secrecy, research

works [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] have been proposed to analyse the absolute secrecy ca-

pacity of MIMO. For instance, Shafiee et al [36] started from a simple scenario of 2-2-1

MIMO wiretap channel, where both the transmitter and receiver are equipped with two

antennas, and the eavesdropper has one antenna. In the assessment of MIMO secrecy,

the power constraints are usually considered. According to the signals transmission

expression in equation 2.29, the signal X should follow average power constraint P as:

1
n

n

∑
i=1

E[x∗i xi]≤ P (2.32)

The secrecy capacity C is then defined as the maximum achievable rate that can

be correctly transmitted with while the eavesdropper is essentially no better informed

about the transmitted information after observing the received signal than it was be-

fore. The work [36] considered a generalized case where the eavesdropper’s channel

is not degraded. Under the power constraint expressed in equation 2.32, the maximum
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achievable rate could be expressed as:

C = max
0≤Q≤P

(log det(Ir +HH
r QHr)− log(Ie +HH

e QHe)) (2.33)

Where I represents the identity matrix with the order the transmitted signal. Hence, to

achieve secrecy capacity in this situation becomes an equivalent generalized eigenvalue

problem. Here it should be noted that, in early stage wiretap channel model, a degraded

eavesdropper’s channel is assumed. To be more specific, the transmitted signal and

received signals at the legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper should form a Markov

chain, i.e., X → Y → Z. Although there are discussions about loosing the assumption

with auxiliary prefix signal, the degraded assumption is still an important factor in the

derivation of secrecy capacity. However, as MIMO networking in its general form

belongs to the class of non-degraded wiretap channels, the problem of characterizing

the secrecy capacity of MIMO wiretap channel has long been a open problem.

In [37], the authors considered another special case of 2-1-2 MIMO wiretap chan-

nel, similar to the 2-2-1 model, where the transmitter and eavesdropper are equipped

with two antennas, and the legitimate receiver has one antenna. The special cases

of 2-2-1 and 2-1-2 wiretap channel can be further generalized into multi-input (trans-

mitter), multi-output (receiver), single-eavesdropper (MIMOSE) model, and multi-

input (transmitter), single-output (receiver), multi-eavesdropper (MISOME) mode,

which are closely related to general MIMO wiretap channel, and fit in research of

multi-antenna secrecy communication.

In [41], the secrecy capacity of general MISOME wiretap channel is derived.

It should be noted, as introduced, the secrecy capacity of multiple antenna system is

closely related to power and SNR constraints. Also, the transmitting power holds pos-

itive correlation with the resulting SNR. Hence they could be treated as connected

factors for asymptotic analysis. The secrecy of general MISOME wiretap channel can

be expressed as:

C = logλMAX(Ir +hH
r Qhr,Ie +HH

e QHe) (2.34)

Where λMAX represents the largest generalized eigenvalue of its argument matrices.

The result could be further accessed asymptotically with high or low SNR/power sce-

nario.
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The general Multiple Input Multiple Output Multiple Eavesdropper (MIMOME)

has been discussed in [38, 39, 40, 42]. In [39, 40, 42], general forms of MIMOMO

secrecy capacity are developed independently. The expressions carry a similar form

as shown in equation 2.33. It is straightforward to see that such characterization will

involve optimization problem as to search the optimal covariance Q that satisfies the

power constraint. A closed-form characterization of MIMO secrecy capacity is more

desirable to examine the secrecy capacity of MIMO.

In [40], Liu and Shamai reexamined the MIMO wiretap channel and proposed

an alternative proof of the MIMO secrecy capacity. Specifically, The authors suggested

that MIMO secrecy capacity can be achieved with the parallel Gaussian wiretap channel

model, which can be seen as a special case of the vector Gaussian wiretap channel

with diagonal noise covariance matrices. The optimal transmission strategy could be

to transmit independently over the subchannels for which the legitimate receiver has

better conditions than the eavesdropper.

Bustin et al [38] further exploited the fundamental relationship between minimum

mean-squared error (MMSE) and mutual information to provide a closed-form expres-

sion for the optimal input covariance Q that achieves the MIMO wiretap channel se-

crecy capacity, again under an input power-covariance constraint. A closed-form ex-

pression of MIMO secrecy capacity is then presented. More precisely, it is shown that

with certain power constraint P, the MIMO secrecy capacity can be given by following.

C(P) = ∑
i=1

αi (2.35)

Where α represents all the generalized eigenvalues of the following matrix pencil that

is greater than one.

(P1/2HH
r HrP1/2 + Ir,P1/2HH

e HeP1/2 + Ie) (2.36)

Yet, although equations 2.35 and 2.36 give closed-form characterization of the

MIMO secrecy capacity itself, the model can not give the optimal transmission power

matrix Q, which is desirable to design practical secure communication. It should be

also noted that the above mentioned characterizations of MIMO secrecy capacity are
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commonly based on the matrix power constraint P which limits the per-antenna power

and transmit correlation structure on the transmitter side. On the other hand, the av-

erage power constraint is much less restrictive, and provides considerable additional

flexibility in increasing the secrecy rate of the MIMO wiretap channel. Using average

power constraint has been proposed in [43]. The average power constraint P can be

expressed as following.
1
n

n

∑
i=1

∥xi∥2 ≤ P (2.37)

With such average constraint, MIMO secrecy capacity is then given by searching

optimal matrix power constraint P based on the average power constraint, expressed as

following.

C(P) = max
P≥0,Tr(P)≤P

C(P) (2.38)

Yet, it should be noted that the average power constraint is less practical than

matrix power constraint. In reality, the transmission power is constrained that

any instantaneous power allocation could not break the limit. A system satisfying

power constraint on average may break the physical power limitation at certain

point. Overall, the problem of characterizing MIMO secrecy capacity is actually

to find optimal transmission matrix satisfying power constraint. For practicality,

closed-form and low complexity algorithms for searching such problem becomes

a fundamental topic of physical layer security in MIMO, which is elaborated in

the next chapter.

2.4 Secret Key Agreement with Common Randomness
There is an alternative intuition about accessing secrecy property of the wireless net-

working. The major branch initialized by Wyner is mainly focus on the code design and

signal processing perspective, as how to create enough equivocation at the eavesdrop-

per, such that private messages will not be compromised. The scope of those research

is to develop secure wireless communication without the establishment of secret keys,

which differs from the traditional thought on networking security.

Another trend in the information theoretic security comes closer to the traditional

key-based security means. Maurer [44] first proposed the idea of developing secret

keys between the transmitter and the legitimate receiver via public (insecure) channel.
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The question that Maurer tried to address, which inspired many following discussion, is

that how to leverage information theoretic properties of the channel to establish secret

keys via public channels with presence of eavesdropper. Maurer argued that Wyner’s

degraded model as being too unrealistic, and instead proposed a secret key agreement

scheme that could be implemented over a noiseless but authenticated and publicly ob-

servable two-way channel.

The key ideas of Maurer’s strategy are information reconciliation and privacy am-

plification. The information reconciliation phase is aimed at generating an identical

random sequence between the transmitter and the legitimate receiver by exploiting a

public discussion channel. The privacy amplification, on the other hand, extracts a

secret key from the initial random sequence agreed to by two terminals in the preced-

ing information reconciliation stage. In other words, after public discussion based on

correlated randomness in the information reconciliation phase, privacy amplification

reduces an initial piece of random nature into a functional secret key. The idea of

privacy amplification was first discussed by Bennett et al [45].

To be more specific, in [45], the legitimate users are supposed to have two dif-

ferent channels at their disposal, which are an imperfect private channel and a perfect

public channel. The private channel is imperfect regarding both reliability and security,

as there is possibility of transmission error and information leakage. On the other hand,

The public channel holds no transmission error, but is open to the eavesdropper. Ben-

nett et al [45] proposed a protocol based on the public channel that reconciles the initial

random sequence shared through the private channel. Two possible problems regarding

the initial sequence were raised. First, the sequence could have been corrupted by tam-

pering and channel noise of the private channel. Second, part of the sequence may be

wiretapped by the eavesdropper. Hence, the protocol is to repair corrupted sequence,

and tailor the original sequence into a shorter version, upon which the eavesdropper

obtains no information.

Maurer further extended the scope of Bennett’s work by considering the initial se-

quence and privacy amplification as a whole, and both procedures are processed with

the public channel. It should be noted that, a pure passive eavesdropper is assumed

in Maurer’s scheme, in other words, the eavesdropper could not insert fraudulent mes-

sages nor modify messages on this public channel. Meanwhile, the public channel is
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assumed to be two-way feedback channel, and both legitimate users can transmit se-

crecy message.

Maurer’s work is based on previous discussion on the wiretap channel, and also re-

quires randomization to create equivocation at the eavesdropper. Yet different from the

original wiretap channel model, both the transmitter and receiver can send random se-

quences to each other, and reconciles those sequences to a shared message, which will

be used to construct key. In order to protect the secrecy of the shared message, yet en-

suring the mutual understanding between the legitimate terminals, the sequences send

by each terminals should be stochastically constructed and correlated to each other,

hence creating two different but correlated streams. This shared randomization frame-

work is referred to as common randomness, and is the essential feature of physical layer

key agreement. Common randomness have been proved highly beneficial for communi-

cation security [46]. The resulting shared sequence derived from common randomness

is often addressed as common message, or secret seed, in the context of physical layer

security.

Maurer [44] proposed a simple system where the legitimate users transmit random

bits sequentially, and the random variable generated by both user follow the same dis-

tribution. To be specific, let us consider a generalized procedure in such systems, where

the legitimate users have known random variable x and y respectively, and communi-

cate message c to each other over the public channel one by one. The eavesdropper

then makes observation z of the communication. For simplicity, we don’t consider full-

duplex radio [47] in this case, and assume the transmitter sends messages at odd steps

and the legitimate receiver sends messages at even steps. Both legitimate users try to

generate secret key k and k’ based on what they receive. It is straightforward to see that

the objective of the protocol is to maximize H(k) and H(k|z), meanwhile minimizing

H(k|k’). Also, the system is required that:

P(k ̸= k’)≤ ε

I(k; cz)≤ γ
(2.39)

Where, ε and γ represent thresholds of the reliability and secrecy of the established key.

Moreover, the general constraint of the equivocation of the established key is derived

as:
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H(k)≤ I(x; y|z)+H(k|k’)+ I(k; cz) (2.40)

An important factor for the performance of Maurer’s proposed protocol is the se-

cret key rate, which quantifies the rate at which legitimate users can agree upon the

established key sequence by exchanging messages over the public channel. Similar to

its counterparts in the original wiretap channel model, the secret key rate is defined as

a maximum achievable rate R that satisfies:

R− ε ≤ H(k)
n

(2.41)

It is straightforward to see that the assessment of secret key rate is similar to that

of the secrecy capacity, where the secrecy of the shared key k is considered instead

of the message m itself. The key difference is that, in the original derivation of the

wiretap channel model, the message m is transmitted only from the transmitter to the

legitimate receiver in a one-way manner, while the k is supposed to be established

via a feedback channel through two-way communication. This difference leads to the

distinct behaviors of each metric. The use of two-way feedback channel makes secrecy

possible without the assumption of a degraded channel.

We denote the secret key rate in such system as Ck, representing the maximum rate

at which the legitimate users can agree on the secret key K ensuring the eavesdropper

obtains information under the threshold. Then the upper and lower bounds of Ck can

be expressed as:

Ck ≤ min(I(x; y), I(x; y|z))

Ck ≥ max(I(y; x)− I(z; x), I(x; y)− I(z; y))
(2.42)

Maurer’s work is of great significance in the research of information theoretic

security, as it extended the wiretap channel into key-based system with two-way

communication. The most notable conclusions for this work is following:

• Common randomness: fundamentally, Maurer’s work is an extension of the

wiretap channel model with two-way channel, and shares the same underpinning

mechanics that requires stochastic coding and randomization. However, different

from conventional wiretap channel, the legitimate users are allowed for two-way
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communication over the main channel, enabling them to share an agreed ran-

dom sequence. Referred to as common randomness, this framework defers from

the unitary randomness used in conventional wiretap channel model, which only

relies on the transmitter. Common randomness is the major distinction of key-

based information theoretic security, and has been proved beneficial.

• Interaction is better than one-way transmission: The conventional informa-

tion theoretic security founded by Wyner began with a scenario where the eaves-

dropper can only receive the signal through an cascaded degraded channel which

reduces the capacity of the eavesdropper’s channel. Extended to more general

and sophisticated scenarios, keyless secrecy communication holds great poten-

tial, but is also challenged with practicality. On the other hand, Maurer proposed

the benefits of interaction, assuming both legitimate users being active and em-

ploying two-way channel rather than only one-way transmission, secrecy can be

achieved with loosened conditions.

• Channel errors can be good: Contradicting to the traditional thought of channel

conditions, Maurer’s work suggested that noisy channels, which bring probabil-

ity of error, need not be first converted into error-free channels from a secu-

rity perspective. The design strategy of cryptographic protocol based on error-

free channels lead to Shannon’s analysis of perfect secrecy [9], which could

only be achieved with an impractically huge shared secret key. Instead, cryp-

tographic coding and error-control coding should be combined, resulting in a

system achieving virtually perfect secrecy, by leveraging the common random-

ness/noisiness of the imperfect channel.

As mentioned, key-based information security requires both legitimate terminals

to send correlated random sequences in order to achieve common randomness. In prac-

tice, two different models can be used to describe the procedure of obtaining common

randomness.

• Source-type model: the two terminals observe different but correlated variations

of same source of randomness, and reconciles their observation and reach key

agreement through two-way communication.
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• Channel-type model: the transmitter is in control of the randomization source,

and transmits random encoded message directly to the receiver. The receiver

observes an the output signal which is subject to channel errors, but correlated to

the input signal. The input and output signals are then reconciled through channel

feedback.

It is straightforward to see that the channel-type model is very similar to keyless

security, with the notable difference that here the receiver is able to feedback its obser-

vation to the transmitter.

Maurer’s work [44] on key-based wiretap channel model represents another major

branch of information theoretic security. similar idea have been developed indepen-

dently by Ahlswede and Csiszar [46]. In [48], generalized privacy amplification by

public channel was discussed, regarding both simple wiretap channel and broadcast

channels.

However, there were still limitations of the information theoretic secret key estab-

lishment, which reduces the practicality of such scheme.

• Against active eavesdropper: As mentioned, the original information theoretic

key agreement assumes a scenario with a pure passive eavesdropper, which could

not modify or corrupt the communication between the legitimate users via the

public channel. Although in the context of information theoretic security, passive

eavesdropper is the major concern, such assumption greatly limits the practicality

of information theoretic secret key. Since such schemes are based on shared keys,

which are generated upon the information exchange between legitimate users

itself, risks facing active eavesdropper main cause all following communications

to be compromised.

• Need of randomization: Similar to the conventional keyless schemes, key-based

information theoretic security also requires both the legitimate users to have ran-

domization abilities for noisy main channel. For instance, in Maurer’s work [44]

both legitimate users are supposed to be able to extend their known random vari-

ables y and y, respectively, by random bits that are statistically independent of y,

y and z.
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• Dependency on channel variations: key-based information theoretic security

leverages the variations and noise of imperfect channels. Hence, the performance

of such schemes, especially considering the secret key rate, is largely dependent

on the level of ’imperfectness’ of the channel. Hence, dynamics and errors of

channel may be beneficial to the key agreement. On the other hand, the secret

key capacity may not be sufficient in more static conditions.

To address the above issues, various following works have been proposed to extend

Maurer’s results [44]. In [49], the generation of secret key by two legitimate terminals

with an additional helper terminal is considered. Each legitimate terminal observes a

different component of a discrete memoryless multiple source and The helper aids the

users by transmitting information to them over a noiseless public channel subject to a

rate constraint. The secret key capacity in such system have been derived. Also, Csiszar

and Narayan also showed that randomization is not necessary for the achievability of

the secret key capacity. This conclusion greatly improve the adaptability of information

theoretic key agreement.

In [50, 51, 52], Maurer and Wolf extended the original analysis of physical layer

secret key agreement to the situation where an active eavesdropper is presented. The

results showed that secure secret key agreement facing active adversary is possible in

certain conditions on the proportion of the random sequence affected by the eavesdrop-

per. Under certain thresholds, the information reconciliation will have same capacity as

with passive adversary, otherwise such key agreement protocols wouldn’t be feasible.

In [53], Yakovlev et al further extends Maurer and Wolf’s results into a variety of key

agreement protocols, and both asymptotic and nonasymptotic cases are discussed. It is

shown that in some cases the nonasymptotic key rate is not so far from the asymptotic

one whenever the lengths of the transmitted strings are of the order of thousands of bits.

Comparable to the conventional information theoretic security, key agreement

schemes have also been extended to more sophisticated channels. In [54], the secret

key capacity of the multiple-access channel was examined. It is shown that the pub-

lic channel, even in forward direction only, in combination with the multiple-access

channel can provide more security in contrast to the case of the broadcast channel.

In [55], Salimi et al discussed a scenario where the transmitter tries to establish

secret keys with two legitimate receivers through an interference channel, and there is
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also an unlimited noisy feedback channel from the receivers to the transmitter. Inner

bound of the secret key capacity in such system is derived.

In the recent work of Csiszar and Narayan [56], the authors further discussed the

physical layer secret key establishment in modern set, where arbitrary number of ter-

minals are considered. The conventional public and private key schemes are compared

with physical layer key establishment, denoted as wiretap secret key in the work, re-

garding the key generation rate.

Not surprisingly, information theoretic key agreement has been extended to mul-

tiple antenna systems as well. As introduced before, key-based schemes holds the

same problem model as the keyless ones, with the difference that feedback channel

is enabled, and secrecy capacity is used to establish secret key, instead of exchanging

messages directly. In [57], Renna et al analyzed the fundamental limits of secret-key

agreement over MIMO quasi-static fading, or slow fading channels. In the low-power

and high-power regimes, closed-form expressions for secret key capacity was estab-

lished. The work also proved that the optimal strategy for low power cases signaling

does not require any knowledge of the eavesdropper’s channel at the transmitter and

that waterfilling on the main channel achieves secret-key capacity in the high-power

regime. This result highlighted a fundamental difference between information theo-

retic secret key agreement problem and keyless coding protocols. As mentioned, for

keyless schemes, the secrecy capacity of the MIMO Gaussian wiretap channel depends

strongly on the eavesdropper channel conditions. The secret key capacity of MIMO

wiretap channel with Gaussian inputs are derived as:

Ck = max(log det(Ir +HH
x QHx)− log det(Ie +HH

e QHe)) (2.43)

Where HH
x Hx = HH

r Hr +HH
e He represents a compound equivalent channel.

As mentioned, similar to conventional information theoretic security based on ran-

domization at the transmitter, key-based security requires randomization source avail-

able at both sides of the main channel. Then design of information reconciliation and

privacy amplification is then a similar problem to the original wiretap channel. How-

ever, the reciprocal nature of wireless communication brings an alternative way of

obtaining common randomness, which leads to a notable breakthrough in key-based
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physical layer security.

Since wireless channel is reciprocal and spatially distinct, the legitimate users

could perceive a channel independent from the eavesdropper’s channel. In practical

wireless networking, where multi-path, fading and mobility are presented, the channel

conditions of the main channel is unpredictable and unique to the adversary, and can be

regarded as common randomness. An important evolution of key-based physical layer

security is obtaining common randomness from the wireless channel itself, which can

greatly simplify the system, and waive the requirement of available randomization at

terminals.

Key-based information theoretic security is not entirely different from but closely

related to keyless security. Keyless security can in fact be deployed in parallel with

key-based security and facilitate it. Compare to keyless security, key-based security has

better flexibility and less requirements on channel conditions. The details of practical

key-based security designs are elaborated in Chapter 4.



Chapter 3

Keyless Physical Layer Security

The information theoretic analysis of wiretap channel, first proposed by Wyner [8],

showed that there exist codes, often referred to as wiretap codes, that allow both re-

liable and confidential communication between legitimate users in the presence of an

eavesdropper. In this chapter, we investigate the existing knowledge of how to con-

struct the actual wiretap codes to enable such keyless secure communication, where

different channel conditions and models are considered, such as fading and MIMO

respectively. Apart from wiretap code design, recent developments in keyless secu-

rity also propose other techniques that enhance transmission secrecy. For instance, the

exploitation of user cooperation has been recognized as an important method to im-

prove the robustness of secure transmissions. Meanwhile, in multi-antenna systems,

transmission antenna selection can be used to facilitate communication security. Those

diverse techniques are also covered in this chapter present a comprehensive picture of

the research on keyless communication security strategies.

3.1 Wiretap Code Design to Achieve Secrecy

Conventional information theoretic security, established with the wiretap channel

model, is to design randomized code scheme where the information is hidden in the

additional noise seen by the eavesdropper. In a stochastic code protocol, each message

is mapped to many codewords, thus inducing maximal equivocation at the eavesdrop-

per.
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3.1.1 Coset Codes and Nested Codes

It took a decade after the publication of the original wiretap channel for an explicit

wiretap coding scheme [12] to be proposed. In this work, Ozarow and Wyner consid-

ered a situation where the main channel is a binary noiseless channel and the wiretapper

channel is a binary bounded erasure channel, which was referred to as wiretap channel

type-2. A binary erasure channel (BEC) is a simple channel model which is widely

used in information theory analysis, and its generalization in the packet erasure chan-

nel has caused much interest since the introduction of the internet, because the internet

mainly considers packets instead of bits, and can cause packet loss (erasure), hence

exemplifying packet erasure channel. BEC also has been widely discussed in the con-

text of information theoretic security as a common model for code design. In a BEC,

the transmitter send a bit to the receiver, which has certain probability Pe to be erased,

which is illustrated in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Diagram of a binary erasure channel

The proposed code scheme for type-2 wiretap channel is based on coset coding,

which is first proposed in [58]. The authors have made the important observation

that the signal constellation should be regarded as a finite set of points taken from an

infinite lattice, and that the partitioning of the constellation into subsets corresponds to

the partitioning of that lattice into a sublattice and its cosets. This lattice/coset language

is both illuminating and powerful, and widely cited ever since.
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Here we briefly introduce the concept of group, lattice and coset. A group is an

algebraic structure consisting of a set of elements together with an operation ∗ that

combines any two elements to form a third element. The operation also needs to satisfy

the group axioms, which are namely closure, associativity, identity and invertibility.

Closure is met when the operation on two elements in the group results another element

in the same group. Associativity means when multiple operations ∗, the order in which

the operations are performed does not matter as long as the sequence of the operands is

not changed. Identity refers to an existing element in a group that leaves other elements

unchanged when combined with them by the operation ∗. Invertibility means that for

every element in the group, there exists an element that the combination of the two is

the identity element.

Although the group theory can be complicated, its application in coding is straight-

forward. In digital communication, the group of interest in the simple additive binary

vector space donated as {0,1}n, meaning the operation ∗ for the group is bitwise ad-

dition. We define the lattice Λ as a discrete subgroup of {0,1}n, where discrete means

that there exists an ε > 0, that for any two distinct elements x and y in Λ, ∥x− y∥> ε .

Using the lattice Λ as a subgroup, if there exists an element g in the group {0,1}n,

that g∗Λ or Λ∗g is still a subgroup, then those combinations are the left coset or right

coset of Λ respectively. In our case, the left and right cosets coincide and can be treated

as the same.

With those notions in mind, let us revise the problem of a coding scheme with

coding ratio {n,k}, i.e., messages containing k bits of information is encoded into n

bits signal. In the perspective of coset coding, we can regard the coding scheme as a

process of partitioning the group {0,1}n into 2n−k disjoint subsets, each of size 2k. To

be more specific, lets assume a coding scheme C with a parity check matrix H. The

transmitter simply transmits coded signal xn that satisfies:

Hxn = mk (3.1)

Where mk is the intended message. To enable equivocation, the transmitter chooses

uniformly from all the 2n−k cosets. In other words, one of the 2n−k solutions to equa-

tion 3.1 is chosen with the randomization source at the transmitter. On decoding, the
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legitimate receiver simply decode the message by multiplying the parity check matrix

H with estimated x, assuming a noiseless main channel. On the other hand, the random-

ization of coset xn creates equivocation at the eavesdropper, and with the assumption

that the eavesdropper’s channel is degraded and noisier, a positive secrecy capacity can

be achieved.

The coset coding scheme for type-2 wiretap channel is an example of practical

stochastic code design for information theoretic security. Coset coding is also referred

to as syndrome coding in the context of coding theory, where considering equation 3.1,

message mk is called a syndrome of transmission vector xn. Works have been proposed

to extend such schemes to more sophisticated channels. In the context of wiretap chan-

nel code design, coset code and lattice code are often interchangeable terms and hence

are treated as a single framework in this thesis.

Revising the above coset coding scheme, the codeword xn is randomly chosen

from 2n−k possible solutions of the encoding equation 3.1. The process of random

choosing from 2n−k possible codeword is equivalent to an auxiliary message m0 with

n− k bits. Hence we can regard the coset coding as a nested code structure, where

the transmitter encode the message m together with a randomized auxiliary message

m0. The codebook is then determined by both messages. In encoding, a subblock of

the codebook is first selected based on message m, then the codeword xn is chosen

based on m0. In other words, in order to leverage randomization, the design of wiretap

code needs to employ a nested code structure, where the codebook is composed of

subcodebooks, each of which can be used for encoding alone.

Coset coding can be regarded as a simple implementation of a nested code. Nested

codes can be constructed recursively, meaning codes with nested structure can be fur-

ther inserted in more complicated structure, hence providing further functionality in-

cluding improved secrecy and error-control. As mentioned, simple coset coding shown

in equation 3.1 assumes an error-free noiseless main channel. With further nested code

structure, such assumption can be waived by enabling error-control on the main chan-

nel, hence improving the practicality of wiretap code. In [59], He and Yener proposed

to use nested lattice code to achieve large secrecy rate in Gaussian wiretap channel.

In [60], Liu et al discussed the strategy of using nested lattice code for the original set-

ting of type-2 wiretap channel. In [61], Belfiore and Oggier proposed a nested lattice
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code design for the Rayleigh fading wiretap channel.

The nested code structure and the randomization among multiple codewords are

two key features for wiretap codes design, and have been widely used and discussed in

the area of information theoretic security. As introduced in the type-2 wiretap channel,

the model for such design assumes a noisier eavesdropper’s channel compared to the

main channel. For instance, for type-2 wiretap channel, an important performance

metric for wiretap code is the minimal erased bits, which is defined as the minimal

number of erased bits at the eavesdropper needed to ensure the secrecy of the message.

Such performance is dependent on the individual code design.

3.1.2 Low-Density Rarity-Check Codes and Puncturing

Although the development of dedicated wiretap code leads to many notable results,

and have been experiencing an resurgence in recent years, the explicit construction of

wiretap code is still largely a topic in its early stage. It is naturally to consider the con-

ventional coding methods and access their secrecy performances. Particularly, error-

correction codes have been widely proposed for secrecy purposes, and the possibility

of integrating them with dedicated wiretap codes was discussed.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of example Tanner graph

A notable development in using conventional error-correction codes for informa-

tion theoretic security is Low-Density Rarity-Check (LDPC) codes. Application of

LDPC to wiretap channel was first proposed by Thangaraj et al [62]. LDPC codes are

graph-based linear block codes first proposed by Gallager in his thesis [63], which can

be characterized by a sparse parity-check matrix H that can be equivalently described

by a bipartite graph known as a Tanner graph, shown in figure 3.2. The graph is formed

by associating each column with a variable node (digit node), each row with a check
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node (subcode node) , and connecting the ith check node to the jth variable node by an

edge if and only if the entry hi j in H is equal to one. The number of edges incoming on

a node is called its degree, and the degree distribution pair (λ ,ρ) of H can be defined

as following:

λ (x) = ∑
i≥1

λixi−1

ρ(x) = ∑
i≥1

ρixi−1
(3.2)

Where λi and ρi represent the probabilities that a randomly chosen edge in the Tanner

graph of the code is incident on a variable and check node of degree i, respectively.

LDPC can also be characterized by parity check matrix containing mostly 0’s and few

1’s, which is where its name low-density comes from, i.e., the parity check matrix in

consideration should be sparse. Tanner graph gives intuitive representation of LDPC

coding scheme. To be more specific, we can regard that each variable node represents

an coordinate in the codewords, and each line represents a codewords. On the other

hand, the check nodes represents parity check constraints, and for lines connected to the

same check node, their variables must sum, modulo two, to zero. It is straightforward

to see that for a parity check matrix in a coding scheme with coding ratio {n,k}, there

should be n variable nodes and k check nodes in the Tanner graph.

To construct LDPC codes, we usually consider deriving the codeword genera-

tion matrix G from the parity check matrix H. Common methods of doing including

transforming the parity check matrix H with Gaussian elimination such that the ma-

trix becomes an combination of an identity matrix and a submatrix P, expressed as

following:

H = [PT |In−k] (3.3)

Then, the generation matrix G can be derived with the submatrix P as:

G = [Ik|P] (3.4)

The message x will be encoded into message m by multiplying the generation

matrix as:

x = Gm (3.5)

The above illustrates a general framework of LDPC encoding. To speed up the
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decoding process to achieve linear time, many specific construction methods of LDPC

codes have been proposed. For instance, Repeat Accumulate code [64] has been widely

discussed a subclass of LDPC codes with fast encoder structure and graph representa-

tion.

The algorithm used to decode LDPC codes was discovered independently several

times and naturally comes under different names. The most common ones are the belief

propagation algorithm, which is an iterative the message passing algorithm, which is

closely related to the distribution pair (λ ,ρ) and graph representation. In an iterative

message passing algorithm, each round messages are passed from message nodes to

check nodes, then from check nodes back to message nodes. The messages from mes-

sage nodes to check nodes are computed based on the observed value of the message

node and some of the messages passed from the neighboring check nodes to that mes-

sage node. In belief propagation, messages passed along the edges in this algorithm are

probabilities, or beliefs.

To be more specific, considering the Tanner graph shown in figure 3.2, each round,

message passed from a variable node to a check node is the probability that the variable

node has a certain value given the observed value of that message node, and all the val-

ues communicated back to variable in previous rounds from check nodes. On the other

hand, the message passed from check nodes to variable nodes are the probabilities that

a variable has a certain value given all the messages passed to the constant variable in

the previous rounds, assuming messages from the other variable nodes are correct. The

algorithm will finish when messages received and sent at the variable nodes coincide.

Baed on the distribution pair (λ ,ρ), an error threshold ε(λ ,ρ) can be defined, that

if the error probability of the channel is under the threshold, all error can be corrected.

The threshold of LDPC codes are often referred to as the reliability threshold of such

code scheme. On the other hand, as introduced, in the setting of wiretap code, imper-

fect channel conditions and error probability are beneficial for communication secrecy,

and the minimum error probability that required for creating equivocation at the eaves-

dropper is called the security threshold. In the context of wiretap code design, the

difference between the reliability threshold and the security threshold are often termed

as the security gap.

To enable further protection, LDPC can be used in a nested structure. In [62] for
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instance, Thangaraj et al proposed to use dual of LDPC codes. To be more precise,

consider a (n,k) LDPC code C with (n−k,n) parity check matrix H, we can derive Cd

as the dual of C, which has H as its generator matrix. The random coset of Cd can then

be used as the nested code.

Another extension to LDPC codes for secrecy is the two-edge LDPC codes pro-

posed in [65]. The proposed scheme follows the same intuition as to create nested code

structure. Two-edge LDPC codes are characterized with parity check matrix that can

be partitioned into two parts, expressed as following:

H =

 H1

H2

 (3.6)

Where H is a (n− k)∗n matrix, and H1 is a (n− k1)∗n matrix, k1 > k. We define the

code design C1 as the scheme represented by the parity check matrix H1. Thus, it is

straightforward to see that the coding scheme C represented by matrix H is a subcode

of C1, and the cosets of C in C1 forms a partition. To transmit k1 − k bits of message

m, the signal x is randomly chosen such that:

xHT =

 0

m

 (3.7)

It should be noted that simple coset coding introduced previously can be regarded

as an special case when C1 is then entire space of GF(2), or {0,1}n. It is straightforward

to see that two-edge LDPC provides a further nested structure compared to simple coset

coding. To be more precise, two-edge LDPC code partitions the parity check matrix

into two parts, one of them provides regular error check on the codeword x, and the

other is a simple coset coding with random message m0. Since the LDPC code of

single-edge distributions may have degree two variable, the resulting partitioned matrix

H1 may have degree one variable node, hence there is no error-check functionality on

the main channel. Hence, in such code designs, the main channel is supposed to be

noiseless.

Another solution of adapting LDPC codes for secrecy communication is punctur-

ing LDPC. Puncturing is the process of removing some of the parity bits after encoding

with an error-correction code. This has the same effect as encoding with an error-
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correction code with a higher rate, or less redundancy. In puncturing code, on a subset

of the bits, the nonpunctured bits, is transmitted. The purpose of puncturing is similar

to that of dual LDPC, which is to create nested structure to achieve equivocation at the

eavesdropper.

In [66], the authors proposed random puncturing on LDPC code, where each bit

is independently punctured with a given probability, and the puncturing operation can

be seen as passing the outputs of an LDPC encoder through a virtual erasure channel

prior to transmission. Hence, when the random puncturing pattern is public, i.e., known

to both legitimate users and the eavesdropper, and the eavesdropper’s channel is worse

than the main channel, by finding largest admissible puncturing probability that ensures

reliable communication for the legitimate users, the eavesdropper will essentially op-

erate above its threshold, and receive more erasures than those he can correct. On the

other hand, when the puncturing pattern is shared secret between legitimate users, and

unknown to the eavesdropper, a positive secrecy capacity can be reached even when the

main channel is worse than the eavesdropper’s channel.

In [67], similar scheme is proposed, where both the legitimate receiver and the

eavesdropper are supposed to user belief propagation decoders, and the message is

hided by puncturing. The results showed that the proposed design is encodable in linear

time and can be effectively applied as an addition to existing secrecy code designs.

3.1.3 Polar Codes

Among various error-correction codes, polar codes are another important and popu-

lar method for communication secrecy other than LDPC codes. Since proposed by

Arikan [68], polar codes has draw increasing attention from the physical layer secu-

rity community as a potential code scheme for wiretap code design. The idea of polar

codes comes from a phenomenon called polarization. By channel polarization, the bit-

channels will be divided into noiseless bit channels or pure noisy bit-channels. In polar

codes design, only those noiseless bit channels are selected to transmit information.

In polar codes, the signal bits n is supposed to be an power of two so that n = 2m,

m≥ 0. The construction of code is to making the generation matrix Gn as the Kronecker

power of standard matrix G2, which can be expressed as following:
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Gn = G⊗m
2

G2 =

 1

1

0

1

 (3.8)

The Kronecker power can be computed with a procedure that at each iteration,

replacing the elements of the current matrix with its multiplication with the base matrix.

It should be noted that such generation matrix Gn is a square matrix, hence with such

matrix, the message is only transformed but not coded in a conventional perspective.

To leverage such constructed matrix for coding, it is naturally to extend the message

m with size l < n to n bits by inserting 0 into the message vector. As results, the

corresponding lines in the generation matrix of those inserted 0 will be ignored. The

question is then how to select positions to insert the 0.

Polar codes proposed by Arikan [68] provided an interesting solution to address

this problem by introducing successive decoding. Successive decoding is to decode

the received signal bit by bit successively from the beginning, and at each iteration, all

previous bits are considered known, the bit will be decoded with all received bits yn

together with previous bits. Such successive decoding framework leads to the estab-

lishment of equivalent bit channel, as at each turn, we can assume an channel where

the input is the current bit and outputs are yn and the previous bits. The channel of the

ith bit can be expressed as:

Wi : mi → ynmn−i (3.9)

The key observations of polar codes is that in such schemes, as the block length

n increase, the bit channels Wn will polarize. In other words, some of the bit channels

become almost noise free while others become almost completely noisy. Also, such po-

larization will always go towards the same direction regardless of the message m itself.

The reason of such behavior of bit channels is because with the generation matrix Gn,

the error probability of the underlying channel will accumulate at certain bit channels,

and cancel at others, causing difference in channel capacities.

The intuition of leveraging such polarization phenomenon to construct code is

straightforward. Since the bad bit channels are completely noisy, their values can be

set to 0 or a arbitrary fixed value. On the other hand, the real message bits will be
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transmitted over the noiseless channels for reliable communication. Naturally, in a

(n,k) code scheme, there will be k good bit channels and n− k bad bit channels. It

should be noted that the polarization of bit channels should be shared by the legitimate

users prior to the communication.

To apply polar code to secrecy communication is straightforward. It should be

assumed that the eavesdropper’s channel is degraded with respect to the main channel,

i.e., the eavesdropper’s channel is a cascade of the main channel and a separate noisier

channel. Hence, considering the equivalent bit channels, the good channels for the

eavesdropper, denoted as We, will be a subset of the good channels for the legitimate

receiver, denoted as Wr, which can be further decomposed into two parts, We and Wr−e,

while the latter represents the bit channels that are only decodable by the legitimate

receiver.

The bit channels that are bad for the eavesdropper can be represented as Wb.

Hence, the whole n bits of the transmitted signal can be decomposed into three parts,

namely Wr−e, We and Wb. The construction of randomization and nested structure

on this setting is straightforward. We transmitted the real message m over Wr−e, and

generate random message m0 and transmit over We. Hence, the codebook will be par-

titioned in cosets of the real message m with randomized m0.

The application of polar codes to wiretap code design have been proposed

in [69, 70]. In [69], Mahdavifar and Vardy proposed to apply polar codes for secrecy to

symmetric binary discrete memoryless channels, but also discussed the probability of

extending such schemes to non-binary channels, as it is proved that channels with an

input alphabet of prime size are polarized in the same manner [71]. The authors also

discussed the difference in strong security and weak security regarding polar codes

wiretap code, and proved that the former requires noiseless main channel.

In [70], Koyluoglu and Gamal applied polar code to multiple access fading chan-

nels with a degraded eavesdropper, which is used to establish secret key agreement.

The recent development of polar codes greatly influences the wiretap code design

for secrecy, since it holds significant advantages over other error-correction codes.

• Low encoding and decoding complexity: polar codes are known to be a capac-

ity achieving code scheme with low encoding and decoding complexity. In fact,

when the polarization is known, i.e., the set of (Wr−e, We, Wb) is presented, the
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construction of wiretap codes can be very simple, as to transmit the real message

and the randomized message on corresponding bits.

• Weak security without noiseless main channel: as introduced, polar codes can

achieve weak security without the main channel to be noiseless. In fact, the

noisiness of the main channel is beneficial in that situation since it leads to po-

larization. Although, is has been reported that noiseless main channel is needed

for achieving strong security, in practice, weak security is widely considered suf-

ficient for secrecy communication.

However, there are limitations of polar codes for communication secrecy.

• Degraded eavesdropper’s channel: a key requirement for the polar codes to

work in wiretap channel is the degraded eavesdropper’s channel. To be more

specific, the good bit channels of the eavesdropper, We, should be a subset of that

of the legitimate receiver, Wr.

• Agreement on polarization: to successfully decode the polar codes, the legiti-

mate users should have priori agreement on the polarization of the main channel,

i.e., the pair of (Wr, Wb) should be agreed upon by both terminals. The polar-

ization perceived by the terminal is naturally dependent on the measurement of

channel errors at that terminal. The agreement on polarization requires the legit-

imate users to have exact and identical channel error measurement.

Considering the wiretap codes in general, with both dedicated methods or error-

correction codes, there exists limitations and requirements that are shared by

many of the methods.

• Better main channel conditions: in general, wiretap codes require the main

channel to be of better conditions compared to the eavesdropper’s channel. In

fact, many methods require the main channel to be noiseless. For polar codes,

additional assumption is made that the eavesdropper’s channel is degraded.

• Dependency on block length: the performance of wiretap codes is often depen-

dent on the block length n, as larger n can be beneficial to secrecy. It is desirable

for both simple coset code and LDPC code to have larger block length regarding
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both coding efficiency and security. For polar codes, a large enough block length

n is needed to have sharp polarization, as for a small number of bits, the good

and bad bit channels will not be clearly divided.

3.2 Cooperation and Artificial Noise
As mentioned above, the feasibility of conventional physical layer security approaches

based on single antenna systems is hampered by channel conditions. To obtain a pos-

itive secrecy capacity, the main channel is often required to be of better conditions, or

noiseless. On the other hand, a noisier, or degraded eavesdropper’s channel is required

for practical secrecy transmission schemes. In response, cooperation based physical

layer security have been widely proposed and attracting increasing attention. Coop-

eration based schemes further improve the practicality of physical layer security, and

extend the topic into system design, instead of pure coding scheme development.

The strategy of cooperation based physical layer security is first proposed in the

context of relay networking. In the case that the relay is presented and can act as a

’helper’ for the legitimate users, it is natural to think of a cooperation strategy that

leverages such features. The basic idea behind cooperation based schemes is to cre-

ate additional noise, or dummy messages for further confusing the eavesdropper and

making favorable conditions for the main channel. In other words, cooperation based

physical layer security deliberately jams the eavesdropper to improve secrecy. In con-

ventional single stream communication, such a strategy results in using meaningless

dummy messages to jam. Here we define artificial noise as a specific case of jamming,

where the jamming signal doesn’t carry any useful information, but is pure noise. Var-

ious cooperation based jamming strategies and systems have been proposed and are

examined in this section. It should be noted that cooperation doesn’t necessarily rely

on external helper, but can be the communication nodes themselves.

3.2.1 Cooperative Relay Networking

The design of cooperation based physical layer security emerges from the discussion of

security in relay networking. Regarding security, there two kinds of relay nodes should

be considered.

• Untrusted relay: in some cases, nodes are used to relay messages, which at
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the same time should be kept confidential to the relays. Hence the relay can be

regarded as an eavesdropper and at the same time a helper.

• Trustworthy relay: relay are considered trustworthy when the messages need

not to be kept secret from those nodes.

The situation with an untrusted relay is first discussed by Oohama [72]. The au-

thor evaluated a general relay wiretap channel model, where at least part of the message

should be confidential to the relay. The work was focus on the coding problem asso-

ciated with such scenario and both stochastic and deterministic coding schemes are

considered. The results proved that stochastic coding is beneficial for secrecy and leads

to larger achievable rate.

In [73], He and Yaner further considered multi-access untrusted relay wiretap

channel with two variations. The first is a scenario where the relay and the legiti-

mate transmitter communicate with the receiver via a multiple access channel, while

the relay and the legitimate communicate with each other through an channel orthogo-

nal to the receiver’s channel. The second, the transmitter broadcasts to both the relay

and the receiver, while the relay and the receiver share an orthogonal channel. The

results showed that only the second model with orthogonal channel between the relay

and the receiver can establish a positive secrecy capacity. Meanwhile, in the second

model, when the untrusted node can act as a helper to relay information instead of a

pure eavesdropper, higher secrecy capacity can be achieved.

For relay networking, it is important to examine the different relaying strategies

and why such relay should be deployed. In wireless networking, relays are mainly used

for two purposes.

• Interconnection: a naturally utility of relay networking is to expand the reach

of the network. In situations the source (transmitter) and destination (receiver)

cannot communicate to each other directly because the distance between them

is greater than the transmission range, relays are needed as intermediate node to

establish the connection. Apart from extending the transmission range, having

intermediate relay nodes brings other benefits. For instance, with multiple relays

on the same level, the transmission can be speeded up by choosing the optimal

path and continue even when some of the paths fail. Such scheme represents
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the narrowly defined relay networking. A simple interconnection system with

one source, one relay and one destination is often addressed as two-hop relay

network, while the link from source to relay is called the first hop, and the link

from relay to destination is called the second hop.

• Cooperative diversity: relays can be used to improve channel capacities when

the source and destination can communicate directly but suffer from poor channel

conditions. From this perspective, the source and destination need not to be

out of range for each other. The purpose is to allow the destination decode the

information by combining multiple messages, the one received by itself and those

relayed to it. By introducing channel diversity, such relaying structure leads to

better channel capacity and transmission reliability.

In the context of secret cooperative relay networking, both above aspects have been

discussed respectively [74, 75]. In fact, physical layer security provides a new angle

to access relay networking by considering its security capacity. Meanwhile, various

relay strategies have been proposed for conventional relay networking, which should be

analyzed from a security perspective. Conventional relay strategies can be categorized

into three classes.

• Amplify and forward (AF): A simple strategy is to let the relay to amplify the

received signal from the source before forwarding it to the destination.

• Decode and forward (DF): the relay can act more actively and decode its re-

ceived signal. In the case of noisy channel and error-correction, the relay can

help reducing channel errors by decoding before forwarding.

• Compress and forward (CF): in this case, the relay will compress its receive

signal from the source and then forward compressed signal to the destination, in

order to achieve higher transmission rate.

Apart from those conventional strategies, in the context of physical layer security,

another strategy designed specifically for security is proposed by Koyluoglu, Koksal

and Gamal [76].

• Randomize and forward (RF): as introduced, a fundamental feature of infor-

mation theoretic security, especially considering the associated coding scheme,
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is to leverage randomization. RF scheme makes the relays to add independent

randomization at each hop, hence improving the communication secrecy.

The term of randomize and forward is proposed in [76] through the discussion

on the scaling behavior of wireless networking with security constraints. However,

similar concept was proposed earlier [77] as noise forwarding, where AWGN channel is

considered. The proposed system fits in a scenario where multiple relays are presented

at each hop, which are also spatially distributed separately. Hence, the system will

choose relay nodes in a way that no eavesdroppers exist in appropriately constructed

secrecy zones around them. Meanwhile, independent randomization is added at each

hop, further improving the secrecy.

In [78], secrecy outage probability is used to examine the security in relay net-

working instead of the secret rate. The authors focus on scenarios with untrusted relays

and AF strategy. The results prove, with cooperative diversity, AF provides secrecy

gain compared to non-relaying. The work also suggests in multiple antenna scenario,

antenna selection will be beneficial for security. As it turns out, antenna selection is an

important technique for secrecy in multiple antenna system, and will be elaborated in

the next section.

In [75], Ekrem and Ulukus considered a system similar to the second model pro-

posed in [73], where the transmitter broadcasts messages to two nodes who have or-

thogonal channels between themselves. The receiving nodes are assumed untrusted

but not malicious to each other, and should be kept ignorant to other’s messages. The

proposed system employs a compress and forward strategy and showed that in such

scenario, positive secrecy capacities can be achieved for both receiver. The authors

also discussed using jamming when the intended receiver has weaker channel condi-

tion compared to the helping user.

In [79], an AF based cooperative protocol is proposed. The proposed scheme con-

siders the cooperative diversity aspect of relay networking, where all the relays are with

the transmission range of the source, and the multiple relaying signal accumulate at the

destination. The system design objective is to find optimal power weight, i.e., amplifi-

cation factors among multiple relays under certain power constraint. Achieved secrecy

capacity has been scaled with increasing number of relays, and DF and AF based meth-

ods are compared. The results showed that secrecy capacities of cooperative protocols
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as functions of the number of relays are monotonically increasing and concave. Also,

DF is reported to have better performance than AF, but with higher complexity.

In [80], the secure relay communication in cellar networking is considered, using

DF and RF strategies. The results show that RF outperforms DF in different situations,

stating the former as a general better design for security purpose. The authors also dis-

cussed the impact of relay placement, by proposing a heuristic relay placement strategy,

as to minimize the secrecy outage probability of the intended receiver (destination).

As multiple relaying network is a common model for cooperative relay network,

the management of relay nodes, apart from their forwarding strategy, becomes an im-

portant issue. A topic that related to relay placement but having more popular is relay

selection, especially considering large scale network. As shown in [76], such technique

plays a vital role in the performance of the secure system. The notion of relay selection

is firstly proposed in [74], which comes from the observation that in general, a relay

located closer to the main destination provides a higher secrecy enhancement. The au-

thors also assumes a cooperative diversity scenario where all relays are within the range

of the source. Various selection strategies have been proposed.

• Conventional selection: this scheme represents the normal relay selection

method without the security constraint, i.e., considering no eavesdropper. The

selection is simply based on the instantaneous quality of relay links. In some

literature, such scheme is also called Max-Min selection, as to simply maximize

the channel capacity and minimize channel error with chosen forward strategy.

• Optimal selection: when the conditions of the eavesdropper’s channel is known

at the source and relay, the optimal relay selection can be enabled. The selection

is based on the classical information theoretic analysis of secrecy capacity, which

measures the secrecy rate regarding the eavesdropper and each relay.

• Suboptimal selection: as the knowledge of the eavesdropper’s channel informa-

tion can be hardly assumed in practice and instantaneous channel estimation is

difficult, a more practical implementation of relay selection is to avoid the need

of instantaneous measurements of the eavesdropper’s channel. To do so, the

scheme leverages empirical observations or expectations of the eavesdropper’s
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channel instead of its absolute values. A simple example of suboptimal selection

criterion s can be expressed as:

s = argmax
s∈S

{
γs,D

E{γ2
s,E}

} (3.10)

Where S denotes the set of all possible relay nodes, and γs,D and E{γ2
s,E} repre-

sent the SNR of the link to destination and expectation of the eavesdropper’s link

respectively.

The relay selection is not only for choosing proper transmission path, but also de-

ciding the relaying weights with multiple relays. In [81], Sun et al examined the secrecy

performance of untrusted relay selection, where the selected relay is also regarded as

an eavesdropper and the message should be kept confidential. The proposed selection

criterion can be expressed as following.

s = argmax
s∈S

{
αγs,Dγs,T

1+αγs,T +(2−α)γs,D
} (3.11)

Where α represents the transmission power factor with certain power constraint P, such

that the transmitted power will be αP.

Relay selection is of practical importance for multiple relay system. In [82], the

optimal relay selection assuming DF strategy and trustworthy relay is proposed. The

channels for both the relay and the eavesdropper are assumed to be Rayleigh fading

with same variance σ2
n , the system employs a compound selection strategy that takes

into account both channels and their statistics, showed as following.

s = argmax
s∈S

{
min(γ2

s,D,γ2
s,T )P+2σ2

n

γ2
s,E +2σ2

n
} (3.12)

It is straightforward to see that the proposed selection method is tailored specifi-

cally for DF strategy, as min(γ2
s,D,γ2

s,T ) represents the capacity constraint of DF proto-

col. The results shows that such relay selection outperforms simple Max-Min selection.

Unsurprisingly, both selection methods get better performance with increasing number

of relays.

An opportunistic relay selection protocol is proposed in [83]. An interconnection
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system is considered where there is no direct link from the source to the destination.

The authors proposed to use simple instantaneous channel conditions from multiple

relays and select the relay in an opportunistic manner.

In [84], two-hop half-duplex relay networks with a buffer-aided relay is consid-

ered. The proposed protocol adapts reception and transmission time slots based on

only the channel quality of the relay, while the condition of the eavesdropper’s channel

is assumed unknown. The use of relay buffer is simple. When the first-hop channel

is significantly better than the second-hop, the relay should store the decoded data in

its buffer. The relay will release its buffer and transmit the message to the destination

when certain channel performance with security constraint is met. In other words, the

second-hop channel should reach good capacity, at the same time, guarantee enough se-

crecy capacity before receiving the message. A threshold pair (α,β ) is defined, while α

represents the relative performance of the two channels, and β denotes the stand-alone

second hop channel, expressed as following.

γs,D ≥ αγs,T

γs,D ≥ β
(3.13)

Based on the thresholds pair, two suboptimal selection policies are proposed re-

spectively. The first is dependent on the relative channel conditions of the two hops

as well as a fixed secrecy rate threshold R, such that γs,D ≥ max(αγs,T ,2R − 1). The

second policy is simply to choose relays that the second hop satisfies the threshold β .

3.2.2 Cooperative Jamming and Blinding

The cooperation based physical layer security was first discussed in the context of relay

networking, where intermediate nodes are used to facilitate the networking by extend-

ing transmission range or introducing channel diversity. Conventional relay stations are

used to convey messages, and their associated security properties have been analyzed.

An novel branch of this research is to consider an relay that doesn’t not necessarily

transmit or forward any information, but to act purely as a helper for security. In some

literature, the distinction of such schemes is not fully recognized, and such protocols

are often addressed in the context of relay network. Here, we separate such designs

from cooperative relay networking, which is fundamentally different in many aspects.
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Since, in such schemes, where helping nodes are not to send meaningful information,

but focus on degrading the signals that perceived by the eavesdropper, we can address

such design as cooperative jamming.

Cooperative jamming can be performed by different parts of the network, which

is not necessary to be intermediate or external nodes, but the transmitter and receiver

themselves. To more specific, we define cooperative jamming as cooperation based

security protocols that the cooperative nodes contribute to the secrecy of communica-

tion without handling and modifying the message of concern. In such cases, the helper

transmit pure noises, or in other words, jamming signals.

Cooperative jamming is related to randomize and forward in cooperative relay net-

work. The main difference is that the latter will intervene the coding scheme and send

random codebook to confuse the eavesdropper, while the former just send jamming

signals. The use of artificial noise for secrecy gain was first discussed in [85]. Negi

and Goel considered two different settings. In the first model, no helping nodes are

presented but the transmitter is equipped with multiple antennas. In the second model,

transmitter is single-antenna but with help of a cooperative node. In the first scenario,

which is basically a MIMO or MISO setting, the transmitter can leverage beamforming

that causes additional interferences only at the eavesdropper.

In the second scenario of the proposed system of Negi and Goel, an intermediate

helper is presented. The design is divided into several stages. First, the legitimate

transmitter and receiver will both transmit independent artificial noise signals to the

helper and the eavesdropper. The helper nodes and the eavesdropper receive different

weighted versions of these two signals. In the second stage, the helper nodes replay a

weighted version of the received signal. At the same time, the transmitter will send the

secrecy message together with another constructed noise, which will cancel the relay

noise signal at the intended receiver, but not the eavesdropper. The basic idea is to

construct linear combinations of noises through those procedures that will cause only

interferences at the eavesdropper.

The work of Negi and Goel [85] is one of the earliest works on applying artificial

noise for secrecy. However, the two stage process and noise construction are not con-

venient and straightforward enough. Following works of this front have been proposed

to further simplify such designs and integrate with conventional wireless networking.
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In [86], Tekin and Yener considered a multiple transmitter and single receiver

scenario. The authors first proposed to use a beamforming-like technique to create

favorable main channel conditions by multiple transmitter. On the other hand, extra

transmitters can act as helpers to send jamming signals, in order to improve the secrecy

capacity of the chosen transmitter.

The helper doesn’t necessarily be an external node of the communication. Lai,

Gamal and Poor [87] are arguably the first to discuss using the receiver (destination)

to send the jamming signal. Such design is sometimes referred to as destination based

jamming (DBJ). The authors proposed a noise construction scheme that based on the

feedback of the destination without dedicated helpers. Interestingly, the results suggests

that in the modulo-additive discrete memoryless channel with a full-duplex destination,

the secrecy capacity with noisy feedback equals the capacity of the main channel in the

absence of the wiretapper. A simple jamming protocol is proposed, where no noise

is constructed on the transmitter side, and the destination only sends random noise to

confuse the eavesdropper.

The more practical scenario without a full-duplex destination is also considered.

Lai, Gamal and Poor [87] proposed an channel equivalent model based on time division.

To be more specific, if the destination transmits noise instead of receiving signal at

time i, the destination then lose the opportunity to receive the ith symbol, which is

equivalent to the erasure channel shown in figure 3.1, assuming binary symbols are

used. Then the security strategy becomes a question of finding a balance between

confusing the wiretapper and degrading the main channel. The authors introduce a

fixed probability t, which is known to both the transmitter and the eavesdropper. At

any time slot, the destination transmits noise with probability t, otherwise receives the

signal. The results shows that by simply setting t to 0.5, positive secrecy capacity

can be achieved. Although such simple instance of t is suboptimal, and the optimal

solution is not closed-form. The idea of equivalent channel with half-duplex jamming

destination becomes an important notion in cooperative jamming.

A more recent development in destination based jamming is presented in

iJam [88], where cooperative jamming is used to enhance physical layer key agreement,

and the transmitter send two copies of the secret key back-to-back. Upon receiving the

message, the receiver jams one of the two copies randomly. Since the two copies are
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sent back-to-back, the receiver can differentiate the two copies, while the eavesdropper

being confused about which copy is the jammed one. The advantage of iJam is that its

compatibility with existing wireless system as it doesn’t require full-duplex destination

and third party. However, iJam also introduces larger overhead by sending duplicate

message. Hence, such design is only feasible for occasional communication like secret

key establishment.

Although the intuition of iJam is simple, the practical system design is not trivial.

There are several issues about putting the framework into practice. First, the jammed

sample should be ensured indistinguishable from the clean one. Alterations on the

signal may change its characteristics, which is detectable by sample analysis. iJam

addresses such issue by exploiting statistical properties of the transmission scheme.

For OFDM particularly, since the OFDM time samples approximate random Gaussian

variables, the authors proposed to use Gaussian distributed noise, which is validated by

experiments.

Another practical issue is the near-far problem. If the eavesdropper is too close to

the transmitter, the jamming power at the eavesdropper will be far lower than the power

of the transmitter’s signal, which may allow the eavesdropper to decode the sender’s

signal despite jamming. To circumvent this issue, iJam employs a two-way mechanism

where both legitimate users send and jam successively, and the eavesdropper’s will be

jammed by at least one of them. However, such scheme further increases the overhead.

Moreover, iJam is not ’secure’ from an classic information theoretic security perspec-

tive, since not enough equivocation of message is created, and the eavesdropper gets at

least one correct copy of the message.

A fundamental limitation of conventional cooperative jamming schemes is due to

the openness of wireless medium. To confuse the eavesdropper, the jamming signal

should be sent simultaneously with the intended signal. How to effectively jam

the eavesdropper while keeping the legitimate communication reliable becomes

an vital problem of cooperative jamming. Proposed solutions can be categorized

into three aspects.

• Two-way jamming: as proposed in [85, 88], a common method to create

eavesdropper-only jam is to construct noise with two-way communication, where

legitimate nodes are required to send jamming signals. Constructed noise is then
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used to null the noise at the legitimate receiver but not the eavesdropper. Such

nulling is either performed by a third party [85], or the destination itself [88].

The obvious shortcoming of such scheme is the introduced transmission over-

head, which will increase with reduced number of external helpers.

• Stochastic jamming: The framework proposed by Lai Gamal and Poor [87]

represents another direction of create targeting noise. The idea is to let the des-

tination switch between transmitting and receiving symbol-wise, hence creating

an equivalence of erasure channel. Conventional information theoretic security

methods can then be applied to such equivalent channel. However, the frequent

switch of transmitting and receiving mode is hard to implement in practice, and

may introduce problems including hardware limitation, error probability and en-

ergy overhead.

• Full-duplex radio: as proposed in [85], an ideal system for cooperative jamming

is full-duplex radio, with which the destination itself can act as a cooperative

jammer at the same time without penalties. Full-duplex radio has been an ma-

jor challenge for wireless communication in general for a long time, and single

access full-duplex radio have been recently reported achieved [47]. Full-duplex

radio holds great potential for improving wireless security. Yet, full-duplex radio

is still in its early stage and not widely available in contemporary infrastructure,

although its future application is promising.

3.3 MIMO Jamming and Antenna Selection
The prior section has introduced techniques considering conventional single antenna

radio systems. The spread of multiple antenna technology like Multiple Input Mul-

tiple Output (MIMO) and Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) greatly changes the

problem model of cooperative jamming. Multiple antenna system enable directional

transmission by beamforming, and other signal processing and precoding techniques

like interference alignment and cancellation with single station, and transmit antenna

selection. Also, the multiplexing gain of MIMO as introduced in the last chapter enable

multiple streams to be transmitted simultaneously on the same channel. The multiple

stream transmission enabled by MIMO can be leveraged to enhance security as well,
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since different streams can be used to create interference as well. Hence, jamming sig-

nal does not necessarily need to be artificial noise signal, but meaning full messages as

well, as long as they interfere with each other at the eavesdropper. Those capabilities

leads to novel designs in wireless physical layer security. As a result, various strategies

specifically designed for multiple antenna systems have been proposed.

3.3.1 Artificial Noise with Multiple Antennas

In a conventional signal antenna system, cooperative jamming transmits a constructed

Artificial Noise (AN) signal to create inferior conditions at the eavesdropper. As in-

troduced, practical single-antenna jamming protocols often introduce transmission and

require dedicated helper nodes. Multiple antenna system allows the intended com-

munication and jamming to be operated on same stations, hence avoiding the need of

external helper and simplify the jamming procedure. We first consider AN based multi-

ple antenna jamming, where the system spares part of its power to transmit meaningless

jamming signal.

In [89], Goel and Negi present an early and remarkable design, where two dif-

ferent scenarios are considered, namely a multiple antenna transmitter, or a multiple

antenna AF relay. In the first scenario where multiple antenna transmitter is presented,

a beamforming based protocol is used to null the jamming signals at the receiver, but

not the eavesdropper. The general concept of MIMO and its precoding techniques has

been introduced in Section 2.3. Here we introduce multiple antenna cooperative jam-

ming specifically, which doesn’t necessarily require multiple antenna receivers. The

construction of beamforming noise n is based on the channel matrix of the receiver Hr,

such that Hrn = 0. Hence, with transmitted signal x = x0 +n, the received signals at

the receiver y and the eavesdropper z can be expressed as following.

y = Hrx+nr = Hrx0 +nr

z = Hex0 +Hen+ne

(3.14)

Where He denotes the channel matrix of the eavesdropper, and ne and nr represent

channel noise of the eavesdropper and the receiver respectively, x0 denotes the encoded

message.

When the transmitter is not equipped with multiple antennas, the authors proposed
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to use external multiple antenna helper instead. The source itself transmits the message

combined with a jamming signal, which is known to the helper. Then the third party

transmits an anti-jamming signal that cancels the jamming signal at the receiver but

not at the adversary, with similar beamforming construction as shown in equation 3.14.

The results show that multiple antenna cooperative jamming can create positive secrecy

capacity regardless of the eavesdropper’s location.

From equation 3.14, it is straightforward to see that the jamming effect on the

eavesdropper is due to the signal component nHe, whose value can be arbitrary in

a simple jamming scheme. A vital factor of the jamming performance is the eaves-

dropper’s channel matrix He. More dedicated and efficient jamming signal n can be

constructed with priori knowledge of He. Hence, known CSI of the eavesdropper can

help the transmitter, or helper, to optimize jamming signal and greatly enhance secrecy.

However, it is impractical to assume usual knowledge of eavesdropper’s CSI, es-

pecially for pure active attackers. Techniques that compensate the unavailability of

eavesdropper’s channel information. Swindlehurst [90] presented an early thought of

this problem. The author proposed a simple compromising strategy. It is known that

optimal secrecy capacity can not be achieved without priori knowledge of eavesdrop-

per’s CSI. Hence, instead of trying to maximize the secrecy rate and eavesdropper’s

equivocation, Swindlehurst proposed a strategy based on a quality of service (QoS)

perspective. The system will set a QoS level based on signal-to-interference-plus-noise-

ratio (SINR). During the communication phase, the transmitter will first calculate the

power allocation p needed to meet the fixed SINR target based on channel information

of the receiver. Then, the transmitter uses all of its remaining power to create orthogo-

nal noise signal. Hence, the strategy is to maximizing jamming effect while satisfying

minimum main channel requirement, which is more feasible in practical scenarios than

using secrecy capacity as the performance metric, since when the eavesdropper’s CSI

is unknown, the actual secrecy capacity and its optimization can not be accurately mea-

sured.

In [91], Mukherjee and Swindlehurst further elaborated the QoS based strategy,

by further considering the impact of channel estimation errors, or imperfect CSI. In

cooperative jamming schemes, even those do not assume knowledge of the eavesdrop-

per’s channel, the channel estimation itself is assumed to be reliable. However, in
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practice, channel estimation is imperfect. The authors discussed the impact of such

imperfectness on jamming performance. To be more specific, the authors considered

two practical scenarios of channel state estimation.

• Estimation feedback: The receiver conducts channel estimation upon receiving

signals from the transmitter and send its estimation back to the transmitter. Such

procedure is often carried out in frequency-division system where the transmis-

sion and feedback are on different channels. In other words, separate feedback

channel is presented.

• Pair estimations: the legitimate nodes obtain their own estimations of the main

channel separately, which will commonly be implemented in a time-division sys-

tem, where the legitimate nodes send training symbols and conduct channel esti-

mation successively.

Apart from the main channel estimation, Mukherjee and Swindlehurst also consid-

ered imperfect CSI of the eavesdropper, and suggested that when the benefits of known

eavesdropper’s CSI will lose if the knowledge is imprecise. Hence, when there may

be estimation errors on the eavesdropper’s channel, especially when the eavesdropper’s

channel is less noisy, eavesdropper’s CSI should better be ignored than leveraged. The

authors conducted a detailed second-order perturbation analysis in order to precisely

quantify the effects of inaccurate CSI of the main channel. Unsurprisingly, the result

showed that estimation feedback outperforms pair estimations, since the former allow

more reliable agreement on the channel estimation than the latter. The results also

proved that the secrecy rate increases with the target SINR at the receiver until certain

threshold, before declining with increasing target SINR. Hence, it is suggested that a

balance between the target SINR and the secrecy rate exists, and the optimal target

SINR should be found.

A practical system design with unknown eavesdropper’s channel is presented in

STROBE [92], where a beamforming based blinding (jamming) scheme is proposed.

STROBE utilizes multiple antennas access point (AP) in 802.11 network, and does not

require cooperation from external node. As introduced in the last Chapter, ZFBF is

a simple precoding algorithm in distributed MIMO to allow parallel transmission. In

STROBE, ZFBF is used to transmit the message together with blinding signals. Blind-
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ing signals will cancel out each other at the legitimate user as in distributed MIMO,

while creating interference at the eavesdropper.

The main problem that STROBE is aimed to address is how to precode the jam-

ming signal without unknown eavesdropper’s channel. Unlike the QoS based strategy

that just maximizes jamming power, STROBE introduces Gram-Schmidt orthonormal-

ization which is used to create orthogonal CSI vectors from that of the legitimate user to

construct the transmission matrix needed for ZFBF. The Gram-Schmidt orthonormal-

ization, or simply Gram-Schmidt process, is a technique to construct orthogonal vector

set from a non-orthogonal finite set that spans the same subspace. To be more specific,

considering equation 3.14, where Hr is known. STROBE uses Gram-Schmidt process

to create additional orthogonal vectors of Hr. Combining the constructed vectors with

Hr, a new channel matrix Hc is generated.

STROBE assumes the number of antennas on AP exceeds the number of trans-

mitting streams, hence the extra antennas, or dimensions of transmission, can be used

to send jamming signal which is corresponding to the constructed orthogonal vectors.

Hence STROBE presents a simple way of constructing pseudo beamforming matrix for

the eavesdropper, which is constructed as orthogonal, when the channel information of

eavesdropper is unknown.

STROBE validates its performance in indoor environment, with the presence of a

nomadic eavesdropper which can move around the space of interests. The results show

that the performance of STROBE is robust regardless of the eavesdropper’s proximity

to the transmitter and the receiver. However, in outdoor scenario, where there are less

multipath effects, STROBE is reported to be inefficient. As stated by Jakes uniform

scattering model [93], in an multipath rich environment, locations with separations

of few wavelengths face uncorrelated channels. The performance lost of STROBE is

likely to be caused by the fact that in a less multipath environment, the eavesdropper’s

channel will have more similarities and correlations with the main channel. Hence

orthogonal vectors will fail to simulate the real eavesdropper’s channel.

Fundamentally, multiple antenna jamming is based on beamforming, which cre-

ates dedicated noise that only affects the eavesdropper and be canceled at the le-

gitimate receiver. Given the various works and techniques proposed in the area,

fundamental challenges and limitations of such protocols remain in two major
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fronts.

• Dependency on channel estimation: optimal beamforming based jamming re-

quires knowledge of the eavesdropper’s channel, which is impractical to be as-

sumed aware at the legitimate nodes. The walk around of jamming strategy with-

out knowledge of the eavesdropper’s channel is an important issue for coopera-

tive jamming. Another aspect not as widely discussed in the impact of imperfect

channel estimation on the main channel, which is proposed in [91]. Both ab-

sent and inaccurate CSI used in jamming will result in the jamming signal to be

leaked at the legitimate receiver, causing degradation on the main channel and

insufficient jamming at the eavesdropper.

• Power consumption: the fundamental drawback of cooperative jamming is the

power consumption. Sending jamming signal will consume transmission power

which can have been used to improve the channel capacity and receiver’s SNR.

The cost of jamming will escalate with the unawareness of the eavesdropper’s

channel information, as the QoS based strategy used in such situation will maxi-

mize the jamming power, causing significant power consumption.

3.3.2 MIMO Precoding for Secrecy

The power consumption of AN based physical layer security greatly affect its practi-

cality and usage, and will not be necessarily compensated with optimal jamming per-

formance. Another branch of thoughts in multiple antenna physical layer security in

wireless networking, is to leverage the multiplexing gain of MIMO for secrecy en-

hancement. The basic idea of such scheme is to design precoding such that the multi-

ple streams can transmit reliably to the intended receiver, but interfere each other at the

eavesdropper. Such scheme require different technique compared to conventional mul-

tiple stream precoding, as the latter lets unintended streams cancel each other, while the

former requires all streams to be canceled at a different station and provides desirable

precoding for the receiver at the same time.

To understand multiple stream precoding with secrecy constraint, let us first con-

sider a simple single stream model which is Multiple Input Single Output Multiple

Eavesdropper (MISOME), where the number of antenna at the legitimate receiver nr
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is 1, and multiple antennas are available at the transmitter and eavesdropper, such that

nt ,ne > 1. The objective of secrecy communication in such system is equivalent of cre-

ating directional beamforming to the legitimate receiver, and preventing power leakage

at the eavesdropper. With known channel information of the legitimate receiver and the

eavesdropper, such problem can be modeled as an generalized eigenvalue calculation.

To be more specific, with hr and He representing channel estimation of the legitimate

receiver and the eavesdropper from the transmitter respectively, the problem can be

modeled as equation 2.34, proven in [41]. The model can be expressed alternatively as

following.

(Ir +hH
r Qhr)w = λ (Ie +HH

e QHe)w (3.15)

Where Q donates the transmission covariance matrix that satisfies the power constraint,

such that Q ≤ P, and w and λ represent the generalized eigenvector and eigenvalue

respectively. It is straightforward to see that the generalized eigenvector and eigenvalue

w and λ are the eigenvector and eigenvalue of equivalent matrix H−1
e hr. The problem

of finding optimal beamforming construction is then transformed to find the largest

generalized eigenvalue λ , which defines the secrecy capacity of such system as shown

in equation 2.34.

Similarly, the secrecy capacity of Multiple Input Multiple Output Multiple Eaves-

dropper (MIMOME) system, where nt ,nr,ne > 1, can be characterized with similar

forms as shown in equations 2.33, 2.35 and 2.36. An alternative expression of the

MIMOME secrecy capacity as a generalized eigenvalue equation can be expressed as

following.

(Ir +HH
r QHr)w = λ (Ie +HH

e QHe)w (3.16)

MIMO secrecy precoding is essentially normal multiple stream precoding with

secrecy constraints. In normal MIMO precoding, multiple streams are transmitter con-

currently by techniques like zero forcing beamforming. MIMO secrecy precoding pro-

vides the same multiplexing gain as normal MIMO precoding, but additionally nulls all

streams at the eavesdropper. Hence, the multiple streams themselves are leveraged as

jamming signal to blind the eavesdropper. The objective of such scheme is to find the

transmit structure that satisfies secrecy and power constraints. It should be noted that

MIMOME precoding is a specific case of MIMO secrecy precoding where the eaves-
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dropper is also equipped with multiple antennas. However, MIMOME is the major

model for research MIMO secrecy capacity, as single-antenna eavesdropper is easy to

deal with.

The closed-form solution of MIMO secrecy precoding with average power con-

straint has been proposed in [94, 95]. Such solution is based on Karush-Kuhn-

Tucker (KKT) conditions and assume the transmit covariance matrix Q to be full rank.

However, average power constraint is less useful in practical scenario as it does not

fully capture the physical power limits of wireless device.

An important technique for MIMO secrecy precoding with matrix power con-

straint is generalized singular value decomposition (GSVD). GSVD is reported effi-

cient in high SNR regime, where the asymptotically optimal solution can be found [42,

94]. As mentioned, the problem of MIMO precoding with secrecy constraints can be

regarded as a generalized eigenvalue problem. GSVD is an extension to SVD intro-

duced in the last chapter, which is associated with eigenvalue modeling. Essentially,

GSVD is an generalization of SVD into matrices pairs.

Khisti and Wornell [42] first proposed the idea of GSVD in MIMO secrecy pre-

coding. We define a simple equivalent channel matrix H, expressed as following.

H =

 Hr

He

 (3.17)

Similar to SVD, the GVSD of above matrices pair transforms the pairs by follow-

ing decompositions, which decomposes each channel matrix into two unitary matrices

Ur or Ue and VH , and non-negative diagonal matrix Ar and Ae.

Hr = UrArVH

He = UeAeVH
(3.18)

Hence, GSVD provides decomposition to the matrices pair with the same right

singular vectors matrix V. Thus, GSVD transforms the coordinate systems at the trans-

mitter, the receiver and the eavesdropper. The input signal at the transmitter can be

expressed in terms of a coordinate system defined by V and the outputs at the receiver

and the eavesdropper are expressed in terms of a coordinate system defined by Ur and

Ue respectively.
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Similar to SVD, we precode the transmission signal with the right singular vectors

matrix V, expressed as following.

s = Vx (3.19)

Then the received signals at the legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper are trans-

formed with their left singular value matrices Ur and Ue respectively. The resulting

transformation is following, assuming noiseless channels for simplicity.

y = UH
r HrVx = Arx

z = UH
e HeVx = Aex

(3.20)

It is straightforward to see that hence GSVD simultaneously diagonalizes both the

main channel and the eavesdropper’s channel, transforming the system into an equiva-

lent parallel channel model. To be specific, GSVD creates a set of parallel independent

subchannels between the transmitter and the receivers (the legitimate one and the eaves-

dropper), and then independent Gaussian codebooks can be use across these subchan-

nels. As such, a capacity approaching scheme can be used only on those subchannels

for which conditions at the legitimate receiver is larger than the eavesdropper. Hence,

a positive secret capacity can be achieved in such scheme. Of course, proper wiretap

codes should be used on those subchannels.

Khisti and Wornell [42] proved that by using GSVD, which diagonalizes both

the legitimate channel and the eavesdropper’s channel, the transmission system can be

modeled as equivalent parallel independent subchannels. Following the guidance of

information theoretic security, positive secrecy capacity can be achieved by picking

subchannels that bring favorable conditions at the legitimate receiver. Yet, similar with

single-antenna wiretap code, although GSVD provides a viable framework to achieve

secrecy capacity of multi-user MIMO, the challenge then lays on how to design practi-

cal communication strategy to enable such capacity.

MIMO secrecy precoding is deployed in parallel with wiretap codes, which are

previously introduced in this chapter. The main front of design practical multi-user

MIMO with secrecy constraint is power allocation. Different from power allocation

in conventional MIMO networking, secrecy MIMO requires unique power allocation
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methods. Khisti and Wornell [42] proposed simple uniform power allocation is suffi-

cient to attain the secrecy capacity of a MIMO wiretap channel in the high SNR regime.

In [96], Fakoorian and Swindlehurst further discussed the optimal power allo-

cation strategy for GSVD based MIMO secrecy precoding. The authors argued that

power allocation has significant impact on the secrecy performance of MIMO instead

of only beamforming matrix, and presented a optimal power allocation strategy, rep-

resented by power allocation matrix P. As mentioned, the power allocation will only

allocate power on subchannels where the legitimate receiver has better conditions than

the eavesdropper. The power allocation on qualified subchannels can be expressed as

following.

Pi = max(0,
−1+

√
1−4riei +4(ri − ei)riei/(µαi)

2riei
,ri > ei (3.21)

Where Pi, ri and ei represent the ith diagonal element in the power allocation matrix P,

and matrices UH
r Ur, UH

e Ue respectively. αi denotes the ith diagonal element of matrix

VHV. µ > 0 is a chosen Lagrange parameter to satisfy the system’s power constraint.

For ri < ei, the corresponding power allocation element Pi is assigned 0.

Fakoorian and Swindlehurst[96] proved that with proper power allocation, GSVD

based MIMO secrecy procoding can approach the theoretic secrecy capacity of MIMO.

The authors also suggested that conventional power allocation algorithm used in multi-

user MIMO procoding is insufficient for secret communication.

In [97], Reboredo el al further discussed the optimal construction of the right

singular vector matrix V, i.e., the transmitting filter itself. The authors proposed an

optimal solution based on KKT conditions, and the secrecy capacity is measured with

mean-square-error (MSE).

Essentially, MIMO secrecy procoding is to design transmitting and receiving fil-

ters and power allocation algorithm, so that the eavesdropper’s channel and the le-

gitimate channel are jointly diagonalized. Given such procoding scheme, conven-

tional information theoretic security methods can then be applied to the system.

Hence MIMO secrecy precoding constructs effective channels at the destination

and the eavesdropper to enable adoption of wiretap codes for secrecy communi-

cation. The performance of MIMO secrecy precoding is subject to limitations of
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common multi-user MIMO and wiretap codes. Also, MIMO secrecy precoding

has its own prerequisites.

• Full knowledge of the eavesdropper’s channel: it is obvious that MIMO se-

crecy precoding requires full availability of the eavesdropper’s CSI at the trans-

mitter, which is a fundamental limitation of this strategy. Dedicated eavesdropper

does not reveal themselves to the legitimate users and their CSI is hardly de-

tectable. However, the assumption of known eavesdropper’s CSI at the transmit-

ter is not entirely impractical. In practice, wireless networking is often concerned

with non-dedicated eavesdropper, or partial attacker, meaning the eavesdropper

is the same time a legitimate user in the networking. Assuming in a multi-user

MIMO network, the transmitter sends private messages to each user, which is

not permitted to elicit information from other users’ messages. Hence in such

system, every receiver can be regarded as legitimate user and at the same time,

a potential eavesdropper as well. To ensure each user’s privacy in such system

is non-trivial, and MIMO secrecy provides a desirable and practical solution to

such scenario without additional power assumption.

• Dependency on channel estimation: Similar to MIMO artificial noise, the per-

formance of MIMO secrecy precoding is also dependent on the accuracy of chan-

nel estimation and resulting CSI. As introduced, the derivation of GSVD, or gen-

eral linear precoding with secrecy constraints assume perfect CSI. In practice,

wireless channels are often not known perfectly by the procoder, hence affecting

the precoding performance. Although the problem of imperfect CSI can be miti-

gated to an extend by modeling the estimation error, and designing transmission

strategy that guarantee minimum performance [98], it can not be fully eliminated,

and hence affect the robustness of networking security.

• Limitation on the eavesdropper’s resources: Most of existing techniques on

MIMO secure precoding assume an eavesdropper with limited resources. Specif-

ically, the eavesdropper are commonly assumed to have smaller amount of an-

tennas compared to the eavesdropper, hence the increased degree of freedom will

allow the eavesdropper to break the blinding effect from precoding. Similar lim-

itation is presented with MIMO artificial noise. Although, it has been proposed
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that secrecy against an eavesdropper with more antennas than the transmitter is

possible [99], such solution requires additional power assumption for increasing

noise. Hence, secrecy against resourceful eavesdropper remains a major chal-

lenge to MIMO security.

3.3.3 Transmit Antenna Selection

As multiple antenna system becomes widely applied, drawing increasing attention from

the research community as well as physical layer security, many conventional features

of MIMO have been discussed regarding secrecy. Transmit antenna selection, naturally

enabled with multiple antenna system, has been recently proposed to be adopted in

physical layer security.

Originally, antenna selection is to reduce the cost of the MIMO system while

maintaining part of the high performance, since the power, hardware and computational

burdens of practical multiple antenna implementation are considerable. In conventional

MIMO networking, two aspects of antenna selection are considered, namely transmit

antenna selection and receive antenna selection. The problem of such design is how

to correctly and adaptively selection the best antenna subset among all the available

antennas.

In the context of physical layer security, a specific model is considered, which

is mainly focused on transmit antenna selection. We assume a MISO system, where

the transmitter is equipped with multiple antennas and the legitimate receive is single-

antenna. It is straightforward to see that in such scenario, multiple transmission anten-

nas is not strictly necessary, as single antenna point to point transmission is inherently

sufficient. In practice, MISO transmission is often used to leverage the multiplexing

gain of multiple antennas system, which increase the channel condition and gains at

the receiver. Regarding physical layer security, an emerging question is then how to

leverage the flexibility of MISO system for security purposes.

In [100], Alves et al discussed a scenario where only the transmitter has mul-

tiple antennas, which can be referred to as multiple-input, single-output, single-

eavesdropping (MISOSE). The authors proposed a simple strategy to transmit antenna

selection. In the first stage, the legitimate nodes communicate through the public in-

secure channel about the selection antenna index, which is leaked to the eavesdropper.
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However, the optimal selection is only meant for the legitimate receiver, and does not

achieve optimum for the eavesdropper. Hence the resulting antenna selection can not

bring gains at the eavesdropper the same way it do to the legitimate user. and creates

favorable conditions on the main channel.

In [101], the authors further extended such strategy into the more common MI-

SOME scenario. A same intuition is applied that the eavesdropper and the legitimate

user do not benefit from transmit antenna selection in the same manner. However, with

an eavesdropper more sophisticated and resourceful than the legitimate user, the design

of such strategy is non-trivial. The authors proved that a positive secrecy capacity can

be achieved measured by the secrecy outage probability. Also, the results suggested

that higher secrecy capacity can be achieved when the number of available transmit

antennas increases.

It should be noted that MISO networking do not involve multiple stream trans-

mission. Unlike the most mentioned models of multiple antenna systems in this thesis,

MISO leverages the diversity gain instead of multiplexing gain, which lets the same

message arrive from diverse paths, improving the gains of the final signal. Transmit

antenna selection system is much concerned by how the signals from different paths

are combined at the receiver, which are commonly referred to as diversity combing. In

the context of physical layer security, two common combing methods are considered.

• Maximum-radio combining (MRC): also known as ratio-squared combining,

MRC assigns each channel (path) with a combing factor that is proportional to

the SNR of its signal and inversely proportional to its noise level. Hence, signals

from strong channels are further amplified, while weak signals are attenuated.

• Selection combining (SC): a simple yet effective combining strategy is to pick

the strongest signal from all received signals. SC benefits form simplified proce-

dure and reduced cost, as it doesn’t require signal addition and phase shifting.

In [102], full MIMOME system is considered where the transmitter is not aware of

the eavesdropper’s channel, and the eavesdropper and the legitimate user can use either

MRC or SC. Secrecy capacities based on the secrecy outage probability are derived

with different combinations of combining methods at the eavesdropper and the legit-

imate user. The proposed strategy employs single transmit antenna selection, which
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picks only the strongest transmit antenna. The results suggest that, for all the cases,

higher secrecy capacity can be achieved with increasing number of antennas at the

transmitter and the receiver, and the secrecy capacity is independent from the number

of antennas at the eavesdropper.

Fundamentally, transmit antenna selection creates favorable conditions on the

main channel by dynamically allocating channel resources with receiver feedback.

Transmit antenna selection based security strategy exploits the channel diversity and

differentiation enabled by multiple antenna. Contrary to conventional thought of secu-

rity in multiple antenna systems, which is mainly focused on the aspect of multiplexing

gain and how to leverage multiple streams to blind the eavesdropper, transmit antenna

selection represents another branch of secure multiple antenna system which relies on

the diversity gain.

The limitation of transmit antenna selection, however, comes from the diversity

gain itself. As introduced, in practice, multiplexing is the main benefit of multiple

antenna system. Current transmission of multiple streams greatly improve the

capacity of wireless networking, especially for multi-user networking. By lever-

aging channel diversity, transmit antenna selection based strategy sacrifices the

desirable feature of spatial multiplexing, limiting its applicability into practical

multiple antenna system. Yet, the alternative thought of diversity based multiple an-

tenna security is worth attention, as inherent limitations of multiplexing systems can

be eliminated. For instance, it has been reported that the resources available to the

eavesdropper, i.e., its equipped antennas, are irrelevant for transmit antenna selection

strategies [101, 102].



Chapter 4

Key-Based Physical Layer Security

Traditional thoughts of communication security commonly involves an establishment

of secret key. In information theoretic security, the study of perfect secrecy by Shan-

non [9] was also based on secret key encryption. Since Wyner’s work [8] on the wiretap

channel, large amount of works have been focused on designing physical layer security

without keys. Following the theoretical assessments of secrecy capacity of different

channels, practical solutions have been developed to achieve such capacity, from wire-

tap code design, to construction of secrecy channels in cooperative networking and

MIMO networking.

Yet, it is not sufficient to say that keyless physical layer security is superior than

key-based schemes, as in reality, the establishment of secret keys is often desirable.

Keyless strategies place prerequisites on channel states of the legitimate receiver and

the eavesdropper, and requires specific code design and channel construction to achieve

positive secrecy capacity. Those requirements commonly come with additional power,

hardware and computational costs. On the other hand, key-based strategies loosen the

requirements on channel conditions and simplify the design. Key-based schemes are

also more coherent with existing security measures based on encryption.

Key-based strategies are not entirely different from keyless strategies. In fact, they

can be deployed in parallel with existing techniques to enhance security. Many keyless

security methods can be used to facilitate and bootstrap key-based schemes. As intro-

duced, the branch of key-based information theoretic security was pioneered by Mau-

rer’s work [44] on secret key agreement over public channel. The proposed protocol

includes two main components, information reconciliation and privacy amplification.

Maurer assumes a two-way main channel, with which the legitimate transmitter
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and receiver can communicate. An important notion for Maurer’s design is common

randomness, which are correlated random information available at both parties. As a

result, the legitimate users establish a shared random sequence, also known as secret

seed or common message, by exchanging information over the public channel, which

is wiretapped by the eavesdropper, and subject to channel errors. In the first stage of

information reconciliation, mismatches and errors on the random sequence from the

two sides should be corrected, in order to construct a fully agreed sequence. How-

ever, since the random sequence has been wiretapped, it is not fully secure yet. In

the proceeding privacy amplification phase, the legitimate users follow certain protocol

to extract secret key from the random sequence and reduce leaked information to the

eavesdropper.

It should be noted that the design of the those two procedures should not be con-

sidered separately. The process of information reconciliation and privacy amplification

is closely related to conventional keyless wiretap channel, which shares the same objec-

tive of reducing information leakage with public message. In fact, stochastic encoding

proposed by Ozarow and Wyner in type-2 wirtep channel [12], which pioneers the de-

sign of wiretap codes, can be seen as an example of privacy amplification.

Two models are commonly considered regarding the realization of common ran-

domness in key-based physical layer security, namely source-type model and channel-

type model. In source-type model, two legitimate parties observe different but corre-

lated random variations from a same source. On the other hand, in channel-type model,

transmitter simply initializes the process by sending random sequence to the receiver,

which then feedbacks its observation of the transmitted sequence.

The secrecy capacity of key-based physical layer security has been examined with

similar techniques used for keyless strategies. Here, the secrecy capacity is measured

by secret key rate, which is similar to conventional secret rate and measures the rate

of secure sharing of keys instead of message exchanging. The main benefit from key-

based physical layer security is enhanced secret key sharing and distribution, which is

highly desirable in modern wireless networking.

Moreover, in wireless networking, where radio channels are reciprocal and loca-

tion sensitive, the fact that the response of legitimate channel could be highly uncorre-

lated to that of the eavesdropper’s channel, brings the possibility of obtaining common
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randomness from the wireless medium itself, hence further reducing computational

cost and security risks. Key-based physical layer security could also be integrated with

cooperative jamming and multiple antenna techniques, which could enhance the secret

key rate.

Compared to keyless strategy, key-based physical layer security brings more flex-

ibility to the system, with better compatibility and less requirements. Also, key-based

physical layer is useful against not only passive attacks (eavesdropping), but active at-

tacks as well, since the established secret key can be used for authentication of follow-

ing communications. As mentioned, key-based physical layer security usually requires

both legitimate nodes on the transmitting and receiving side to be active and responsi-

ble for communication security. Such requirement is compatible with modern wireless

networking, where the establishment of a link usually involves two-way communica-

tion.

It should be noted that not all key-based physical layer security designs strictly

follow the notion of information reconciliation and privacy amplification. Key-based

security is long established and well studied in various contexts, and diverse schemes

have been proposed for the physical layer. However, key-based information theoretic

security provide a common framework and benchmark for designing practical systems.

4.1 Information Reconciliation and Privacy Amplifica-

tion

Key-based physical layer security share many similarities with keyless strategies, and

can be regarded as an extension of the latter with the use of common randomness,

instead of one side randomization. The procedure of information reconciliation and

privacy amplification can be regarded as a single framework of concealing secrecy

message into exchanged sequence between legitimate terminals. The design of such

protocols could involve conventional error-control coding, and same methods used in

keyless security protocols like wiretap codes, introduced in the last chapter.

To be specific, the simple stochastic coding scheme proposed in type-2 wiretap

channel [12] is indeed an example of privacy amplification. Also, it is implicitly as-

sumed in key-based system that the legitimate terminals have more information on the
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common randomness than the eavesdropper, in other words, the eavesdropper only has

partial information of the shared message compared to legitimate terminals. In follow-

ing procedures, the legitimate parties reconcile their shared message, and generate fully

secure key by discarding the partial information known at the eavesdropper. Hence, an

information advantage of the initial random message at the legitimate parties should be

ensured before following process, which is often referred to as advantage distillation.

In channel-type model, the common randomness is initialized by the transmitter

and send to the receiver. Hence, the advantage distillation in channel-type model is

closely related to keyless security, and various keyless methods from wiretap codes

to cooperative jamming, could be leveraged to at least partially blind the eavesdrop-

per compared to the legitimate user. On the other hand, in channel-type model, where

both legitimate nodes and the eavesdropper receive random message from an external

source, advantage distillation is more difficult to realize, and a common thought on this

problem is to leverage priori secure authentication. In his pioneering work [44], Maurer

considered an example of source-type model, where all terminals receive broadcasting

random variables from a satellite with independent noise. To guarantee advantage dis-

tillation, Maurer proposed an simple exchanging protocol where the legitimate parties

send their observation to each other successively.

As mentioned, the information reconciliation stage of key-based security is to cor-

rect unmatching components in the shared random sequence (common message) and

reach agreement between two parties, which is similar to error-control in classic com-

munication model. However, in conventional error-control framework, the transmit-

ter (the source) have error-free knowledge of the message, and the error-control process

is only concerned with the receiver.

Different from this classical setting, key-based system requires both the legitimate

parties to be active and reach secrecy agreement by mutual communication. Thus, both

parties are assumed to have imperfect observation of the common message. To be more

specific, assuming the legitimate transmitter and receiver observe the common message

as st and sr respectively, then st and sr can be regarded as two different noise variances

within the same codeword. In other words, the messages obtained at each side are

different but highly correlated information.

Such characteristics of information reconciliation in key-based strategy can be
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modeled as an approximate distributed source coding system, illustrated in figure 4.1.

It should be noted, though, that in the classical model of distributed source coding, the

correlated streams are jointly decoded at a same decoder. However, in key-based phys-

ical layer security, the information reconciliation is conducted at both legitimate parties

respectively. Also, as a type of source coding, distributed source coding is mainly con-

cerned with data compression and coding rate, while in the context of physical layer

security, the objective is reconciliation of the messages.

Figure 4.1: Block diagram of two stream distributed source coding

In information reconciliation, the legitimate parties act as distributed sources and

receivers at the same time. Each of them sends correlated messages to each other, and

reconcile their received messages with the knowledge of their own message. Hence,

in key-based physical layer security, the information reconciliation process represents

a special case where two decoder are involved, and one of the two correlated sources

is directly available at each of the encoder. Such scenario is often addressed as source

coding with side information in the context of coding theory.

An important result of distributed source coding, which has also been widely dis-

cussed in the context of key-based physical layer security, is Slepian-Wolf coding. Also

known as the SlepianWolf bound, Slepian-Wolf coding considers lossless compression

in distributed source coding, where the source outputs can be constructed from the

compression version with arbitrary small error probability. An important aspect of the

Slepian-Wolf theorem is that, compared to an encoder that assumes all data streams are

independent, the separate encoders can achieve better compression rates by exploiting

correlation between streams in a distributed source coding setting. The Slepian-wolf

bound gives specific achievable rates for correlated streams. In an information recon-
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ciliation setting with messages st and sr, the coding rate at the two legitimate parties,

donated as Rt and Rr, can be characterized as following.

Rt ≥ H(st |sr)

Rr ≥ H(sr|st)

Rt +Rr ≥ H(st ,sr)

(4.1)

It should be noted that Slepian-Wolf coding is not a specific coding scheme but

rather a framework and analysis of distributed source coding model. In practice,

Slepian-Wolf coding share similarities with error-control code in the single source

setting. As mentioned, key-based physical layer security is closely related to key-

less strategies, and many techniques proposed for keyless strategies, especially wiretap

codes, also facilitate key-based methods.

Particularly, LDPC code, elaborated in the last chapter, has been considered a suit-

able implementation of Slepian-Wolf coding [103] in source coding with side informa-

tion, and is reported to be able to approach the Slepian-Wolf bound. To be specific,

in source coding with side information, each legitimate terminal has full access of one

of the correlated streams, and is to estimate the other stream with this priori knowl-

edge. It is straightforward to see that in such scenario, for each legitimate terminal, it

is not necessary to send the whole message, but only side information that will allow

the opposite party to successfully decode.

The practical coding design for such system is closely related to wiretap code

for keyless security, elaborated in the last chapter. The main difference here is that

the legitimate users share common randomness, and obtain their own realization of it.

Recalling the wiretap code and nested code structure introduced in the last chapter,

where the intended message m is encoded together with an auxiliary random message

m0, here the legitimate terminals are equivalent to recover the message m with two

different auxiliary random message m0 and m1.

A practical and intuitive approach of Slepian-Wolf coding is through syndrome

coding, which is to compress the source message to its syndrome, which could be used

as the side information. Assuming a parity check matrix H, the syndrome s of the

message m can be expressed as following.
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s = Hm (4.2)

It should be noted that the syndrome coding scheme shown in equation 4.2 is

similar to coset coding shown in equation 3.1, with the difference that the message and

resulting signal lie on opposite positions. In fact, such phenomenon demonstrates the

difference between encoding and data compression. Yet both processes are related with

communication secrecy, and bring the effect of confusion at the eavesdropper, since

both information redundancy and information insufficiency can contribute to secrecy.

It is elaborated in the last chapter that LDPC code is a useful technique for con-

structing wiretap code. Similarly, the use of LDPC code for information reconciliation

has been discussed in [104, 105], where both proposed schemes use dual LDPC code

to implement Slepian-Wolf coding in information reconciliation. In the context of data

compression and Slepian-Wolf coding, it is common to regard the compression pro-

cess as an equivalent channel. Here we describe the equivalent channel coding with

sparse parity check matrix Hs and generation matrixGs. And the actual channel cod-

ing for data transmission is with parity check matrix Hm and generation matrixGm,

the construction of transmitted signal x with message m with dual LDPC code can be

expressed as following.

s = GmHsm (4.3)

For its efficiency and low complexity, polar codes have also been proposed to be

applied to physical layer key agreement [106, 107]. It should be noted that polar code

is essentially very different from traditional linear error-correction code such as LDPC.

As elaborated in the last chapter, polar code leverages the polarization phenomenon

and successive decoding. The physical channel can then be polarized into equivalent

bit channels, which are either very good or bad. Since the main channel and the eaves-

dropper’s channel are polarized differently, the messages are only send through bit

channels that are only good for the legitimate receiver. Hence the intuition of applying

polar code for key-based physical layer security departs from the case for LDPC, which

is based on syndrome coding.

In [106], Renes et al assumed a communication system similar to the original
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setting of Bennet [45], where two separate channels exist, a noiseless and insecure

public channel and a secure but noisy private channel. The authors argued that a simple

one-way transmission using polar code, i.e., the common sequence and secret key will

be transmitted directly to the receiver, which follows the paradigm of conventional

keyless wiretap code. Chen et al [107] further discussed a scenario where a priori

common message, or secret seed, has already been obtained by the legitimate parties,

and focus on the design of privacy amplification using polar code.

Constructing information reconciliation with stochastic code requires the legiti-

mate parties to have randomization abilities, which could be computationally expen-

sive. A simpler protocol is proposed in [108], which is referred to as cascade-based

information reconciliation. Cascade method simplify the design by fully leveraging

public discussion between legitimate stations, which randomly permute their respec-

tive streams, divide them into blocks of appropriate size, and calculate the parity check

matrix of each block. This parity matrix as well as permutation information is commu-

nicated to the other party on a public channel. The other party uses this information

and repeats the same permutation and parity calculation steps on their stream. For

such blocks whose parity does not match, a binary search is performed to find a small

number of bits that can be changed to make the block match the parity information.

These steps are repeated until the probability of success reaches a desired level. How-

ever, cascade is an exhaustive protocol, and its worst case complexity, dependent on

main channel conditions, could be very high, hence not being able to provide bounded

performance as stochastic coding.

In key-based physical layer security, Information reconciliation allows two legiti-

mate parties with correlated random variables to agree on a common message. Privacy

amplification then allows two parties sharing a partially secret message about which

an attacker has partial information, to distill a shorter but almost completely secret key

by communicating over the insecure channel. As introduced, in classical key-based

security setting, information reconciliation is modeled as source coding with side in-

formation. Those two components are closely related and can be regarded as a single

process.

Particularly, the construction of side information used in the initial reconciliation

stage has great impact on the following privacy amplification, since the side informa-
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tion is also wiretapped by the eavesdropper. Intuitively, the side information may also

cause information leakage and should be carefully designed. Such intuition is validated

in [109], where Cachin and Maurer analysis the impact of side information on privacy

amplification, and showed that each bit of side-information reduces the size of the key

that can be safely distilled by at most two bits.

Privacy amplification is essentially an information compression process, which

extracts a secret key from the shared message and leave the eavesdropper only negli-

gible information about the compressed data. Assuming a binary common message m

of n bits, which is compressed to a secret key with k bits, it should be noted that such

scheme takes a similar form as wiretap code decoding with a (n,k) coding scheme.

In practice, an important and popular technique for privacy amplification is universal

hashing, introduced by Cater and Wegman [110].

Similar with wiretap code, universal hashing is also based on randomization. Uni-

versal hashing was originally proposed to address collisions in deterministic hash func-

tions, where the hash function is constructed randomly from a family of hash functions.

assuming the hash function h is randomly chosen from the class of functions H, which

map a set S of n elements in space U to b bits index such that the resulting dictionary is

of size m = 2b, for x ̸= y; x,y ∈ U. The class H is universal when following condition

is met.

P[h(x) = h(y)]≤ 1/m (4.4)

In practice, assuming binary messages, universal hashing can be constructed with

matrix. Assuming two messages x and y differ on ith coordinate, then the correspond-

ing ith column in the hashing matrix is randomized. Since each column contains b bits,

the chance of collision of x and y will be exactly 1/m. It should be noted that, in this

case, the universal hashing takes similar form as coset coding in wiretap code.

The research on constructing information reconciliation and privacy amplification

protocols is influenced by keyless wiretap codes, and leads to the design of practical

key-based security system. In [111], Bloch et al presented a system design covering the

whole procedure of physical layer key agreement and message protection with estab-

lished key. The authors assumed a quasi-static fading channel for both legitimate users
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and the eavesdropper. In the protocol design, the authors further decompose the infor-

mation reconciliation stage into two steps, as first sending random message and then

reconciliation processing. The transmitter then send random sequence to the receiver

opportunistically.

To be more precise, the authors assume perfect CSI of the main channel and par-

tial CSI of the eavesdropper’s channel are available at the transmitter, which enable

it to estimate the instantaneous secrecy capacity of the system. Since wireless chan-

nel is fluctuating, the transmission of secret seed could be opportunistically conducted

only when the secrecy capacity is sufficient, hence achieving positive secrecy capacity

even when the eavesdropper’s channel is better than main channel on average. The

authors proposed an optimized nested LDPC code for information reconciliation (error

correction) and privacy amplification.

As introduced, due to the inherent common foundation of information theory,

many error-control methods can be used in physical layer security design. Most of

such applications involve code designs with error-correction code such as LDPC code.

In [112], Abdallah el al proposed an interesting system that leverages error-detection

with automatic repeat request (ARQ). The proposed system is built on 802.11 network,

and only require randomization at the transmitter side.

Similar to opportunistic transmission proposed in [111], Abdallah et al [112] pro-

posed an different technique to leverage channel fluctuation, which could be summa-

rized as greedy transmission with feedback. To be more precise, in [112], the transmit-

ter divide the secret key into several blocks and stochastically encode them with nested

LDPC code. The proposed system leverages ARQ framework for key establishment,

and each block is corresponding to an ARQ-epoch. The transmitter starts with the first

stochastically encoded block. Upon receiving, the receiver conducts standard error de-

tection. If no errors occurred, the transmitter continues to the next block, otherwise

both legitimate parties drop the block, and retransmit the block but with another ran-

dom codeword. It should be noted that, with stochastic coding, the transmitter could

repeat corrupted blocks without retransmission of same signals. Positive secret key

rate can be achieved when the eavesdropper’s channel has better average SNR than

the main channel. Meanwhile, greedy transmission will not require knowledge of the

eavesdropper’s channel. However, it is straightforward to see that such system requires
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established authentication.

With various proposed techniques, the main challenge in key-based physical layer

security is the obtainment of common randomness. To be more precise, the re-

quirement of common randomness can be further decomposed into two parts.

First, referred to as advantage distillation, the two legitimate users should share corre-

lated information, on which they have better knowledge than the eavesdropper. Second,

the correlated information should be constructed randomly instead of deterministically,

hence reducing the risk of being compromised.

In channel-type model, the random message is initialized by one of the legitimate

terminal, which follows a similar paradigm as keyless security, and experiences simi-

lar difficulties and limitations. In source-tye model, an external source of randomness

is provided, of which the practical implementation is no trivia. Practical key-based

security system commonly leverages two-way communication and repetition to over-

come harsh channel conditions, which introduce communication overhead and reduce

efficiency.

Randomization is also a key feature for key-based physical layer security. In clas-

sical key-based physical layer security, both legitimate terminals have imperfect

knowledge of the common randomness, are required to have random coding abil-

ity. In practice, random coding, especially the decoding part, could be compu-

tationally expensive, and can not be assumed universally available. Hence, more

efficient and convenient ways of obtain common randomness are highly desirable

for key-based physical layer security.

4.2 Common Randomness of Wireless Channel
In classic key-based physical layer security, the realization of common randomness is

described with two models. In channel-type model, the random message is simply ini-

tialized by one of the legitimate party. In source-type model, an external yet shared

source of randomness is provided. Considering the latter, early works commonly as-

sumed an third party broadcasting station received by both legitimate terminals, such as

a broadcasting satellite. Although satellite signal is commonly available, it is difficult

to ensure that the legitimate parties receive it in better conditions than the eavesdropper,

which is highly beneficial for security.
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Yet, the developments of key-based physical layer security lead to the under-

standing of inherent security advantage in wireless networking regarding the key-based

framework. An important breakthrough in key-based wireless physical layer security

is to characterize the wireless channel as a source of common randomness.

Common randomness of wireless channel is based on some inherent features of

wireless communication. First is the reciprocity of radio wave propagation, that is, the

multipath properties of the radio channel (gains, phase shifts, and delays) at any point

in time are identical on both directions of a link. Hence, by utilizing reciprocity, a

common message can be shared between the nodes without being exchanged through

public or private channels. Second, wireless channel faces temporal variations due to

movement of either end of the link and objects in the channel path. Third, the location

discrimination of wireless channel proved in [113] states radio channel is spatial dis-

tinct, and an eavesdropper at a third location more than a few wavelengths from either

endpoint will measure a different, uncorrelated radio channel.

Recalling the classical key-based security framework introduced in the last sec-

tion, it is straightforward to see that common randomness of wireless channel perfectly

suits in the source-type model, and brings very desirable features. The reciprocity and

location sensitiveness of wireless channel ensure that the legitimate parties share corre-

lated information which the eavesdropper has only inferior knowledge on. On the other

hand, the temporal variations and fading subject to environmental factors give the wire-

less channel good randomization properties. Hence, the wireless channel provides an

ideal source of common randomness for key-based security, and allows more efficient

design of information reconciliation and privacy amplification.

Therefore, in practical wireless networking, where multipath, fading and station

mobility are present, the main channel obtains unpredictable and distinct characters that

can only be perceived by the legitimate parties, enabling them to establish key from

the communication itself, which greatly simplify the system design and improve its

efficiency. In this thesis, we call such secret key designs physical layer key generation.

The idea of leveraging common randomness of wireless channel for security is

arguably first discussed by Hassan el al [114], where the authors proposed to leverage

short term reciprocity of wireless channel with user mobility, and extract secret keys

from channel impulse response (CIR). The idea was further elaborated in [115], where
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Koorapaty el al proposed a simple secure protocol which is carried in two steps. In

the first step, the phase response of the channel is probed, and in the second step the

information bearing signal is modified to precompensate for the phase shifts of the

channel. Hence, the measured phase response can be regarded as a secret key, the

precompensation is a simple encryption method.

The authors also discussed the impact of user mobility, and stated that the trans-

mission rate should be higher than the frequency of user’s movements, in order to

ensure channel reciprocity. Hence, due to the decorrelation time of the wireless chan-

nel, there is a tradeoff between transmission rate and achievable secrecy. The proposed

scheme in [115] is more useful for low data rate applications with no direct line of

sight (LOS) path available to the adversary. For an adversary with LOS, the phase

independence argument is weaker and the security of the proposed method is compro-

mised.

It should be noted that, since physical layer key generation follows source-type

model, the communication terminals in such scenario don’t have full control of the

source of randomness, making the system less configurable. For instance, the informa-

tion quantity, or length of the generated random message and resulted key is dependent

on the wireless channel. In practice, apart from the secrecy of the key with regard to

the eavesdropper, it is often desirable to have a large enough key k, which reduces the

risk of being compromised by brute force.

In conventional secret key protocols, whether it is physical layer or conventional

encryption, the length of key is not of much significance as how to distribute such key.

However, in key generation based on channel randomness, it becomes an important

vector of the system performance. Since information entropy is the common metric for

information quantity, Hence we introduce an unique performance metric of physical

layer key generation, the key entropy, donated by H(k).

With such framework, some unique challenges for physical layer key generation

have emerged. Although the wireless channel provides an suitable source of common

randomness, how to quantize and transform such randomness into feasible messages

and keys are non-trivial. Also, performance of such designs is highly dependent on

channel conditions, the problem of selecting suitable channel parameters and quantiza-

tion methods to improve the robustness of the system is also very important.
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4.2.1 Key Generation with Channel Estimations

The reciprocity property of wireless channels is universal, and various features can be

leveraged to generate secret keys. Following the early works on physical layer key

generation [114, 115], more sophisticated methods have been proposed. Many of such

designs involve using channel state information, obtained with channel estimation in

practice. For instance, the channel impulse response and phase response proposed by

[114] and [115] respectively fall into this category.

In [116], the authors discussed key generation with multipath channels. As men-

tioned, from a classical view of physical layer security system, whether keyless or

key-based, randomization is a key factor that governs the resulting performance. In

scenarios with single path fading channels with user mobility, as proposed in [115],

the obtained sequence of channel response can be regarded as Gaussian independent

random variable, suitable for key construction. However, such simple assumption is

highly suboptimal in the multipath case, where there is more dependence among chan-

nel response samples.

The challenge in such scenario is similar to information reconciliation in the clas-

sical setting, where terminals correct errors respectively, yet reconciling their selected

bits. In the proposed system, the legitimate terminals should detect and remove de-

pendent components among measured samples, yet ensuring the correlation between

samples on each side. In response, the authors proposed a post processing scheme

based on discretizing constituent multipath components. The selection on candidate

components are based on two criterion.

• Consistency: the resulting components should represent an identical path that

both legitimate terminals go through, hence ensuring the consistency of agree-

ment between two sides.

• Independency: the resulting components should be closely independent to other

components in the sample, bringing sufficient randomization for key construc-

tion.

Ye et al [116] proposed to address the information reconciliation for multipath

key generation with orthogonal greedy decomposition algorithm (OGA), which at each

iteration, selects a single discrete component that provides the best possible outcome
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according to the above criterion. In following steps, the contribution of selected com-

ponent is then computed and subtracted from the observed sample. This process is

repeated until reaching a predefined threshold. The simulation results showed that with

such post processing on multipath channel components, the resulting secrecy capacity,

measured by secret key rate, achieves the same capacity as single path channel.

In [117], Sayeed and Perrig discussed the key entropy with multipath channels.

As mentioned, the information quantity of the key itself is of particular importance to

key-based system with channel randomness, since the length of key could not be in-

structed with terminal-based randomization, but dependent on the channel. Sayeed and

Prrig proposed an interesting intuition that multipath components could help to gener-

ate larger key as compared to single path channel. To be specific, the proposed system

directly quantizes the phases of channel coefficients, assuming a multipath rich envi-

ronment and sufficient spatial distance between legitimate receiver and eavesdropper.

In [118], Ye et al further discussed physical layer key generation with richly

scattering environment, where the short term fading channel response will be time-

varying, location-sensitive, unpredictable. Assuming the fading process to be suitable

for Rayleigh and Rician fading models, the authors proposed a key generation scheme

based on level crossing algorithm. Considering the problem of dependency among

channel response sample as suggested in [116], the authors proposed to use low-pass

filter on the samples by subtracting windowed moving average, resulting in indepen-

dent small scale fading variations. Such variation is supposed to follow symmetrical

distribution with zero mean. The channel response samples are then quantized based

on their departure from the mean. The level crossing algorithm is based on detection

of successive samples that depart to the same direction, referred to as excursion.

To be more specific, assuming the filtered channel component is an random vari-

able following a symmetrical distribution with zero mean and standard deviation σ ,

two thresholds are defined with a scaling parameter α and the standard deviation. In

the following quantization process, a sample x of the channel component is then quan-

tized with function Q based on the two thresholds, expressed as following.

Q(x) =

 1

0

x > q+ = α ∗σ

x < q− =−α ∗σ
(4.5)
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The intuition behind such quantization is that elements departing from the mean

of the distribution hold less probability, hence bringing more randomness and entropy

to the system. The algorithm then search successive 1 or 0 in the quantized sequence

with minimum bits m. Each such continuous repeating sequence is called an excursion.

In the following information reconciliation based on the quantization, one of the legit-

imate party reports his detected L excursions to the other legitimate party by sending

an index IL for the L excursions. The index is used to identify the position of the ex-

cursion, and can be constructed by picking the starting, ending, or central point of the

excursion. Upon receiving the index IL, the opposite party checking his own quantized

sequence. An index element is considered agreed if the corresponding bits on the re-

ceiver’s quantized sequence represent an repeating sequence of at least m−1 bits. The

receiver then report his agreed index IL
r back to the transmitter. Finally, the two legiti-

mate parties generate a shared message by picking the bits corresponding to index IL
r .

The exchanging of excursion index is wiretapped by the eavesdropper. However, since

the quantization excursion is only correlated between the legitimate parties, the eaves-

dropper can not decipher the shared message. It should be noted that the confusion at

the eavesdropper is dependent on the amount of excursions L.

The level crossing algorithm is specifically suitable for physical layer key gen-

eration, which assumes symmetrical distributed channel fading samples. For general

channel response distributions, the authors proposed a modified quantization method

which converts the input channel samples into uniformly distributed quantized samples

using empirical distribution function. The resulting quantized samples is not binary as

in level crossing, but continuous within range [0,1). Assuming the raw channel samples

xn at the transmitter, for the ith element xi, the algorithm computes the number of pre-

vious samples that are less or equal to xi, donated by K(xi), the empirical distribution

function can then be expressed as.

U(xi) =
K(xi)

n
(4.6)

Based on well established knowledge in probability theory, the Glivenko-Cantelli

Theorem, such function converges to corresponding cumulative distribution function.

Based on such quantization, the authors proposed to use information reconciliation
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based on LDPC code, introduced in the last chapter. As LDPC coding scheme,

the decoding could be much more demanding than encoding, which involves belief-

propagation algorithm. On the other hand, the quantization performed in advance may

introduce information loss, further complicate the problem. The authors addressed such

problem by constructing per-bit log likelihood ratio with over-quantization. In the de-

coding stage, the log likelihood ratio together with received side information and the

over-quantized bits, hence facilitating the process.

It is straightforward to see that, considering practical wireless networking, where

channel noises and channel estimation errors are present, physical layer key genera-

tion also follows the notion of information reconciliation and privacy amplification.

Meanwhile, since the common randomness used in physical layer key generation is

obtained for the wireless channel, such designs face an additional challenge not expe-

rienced in terminal-based secret key system, which is imperfect randomization. While

in terminal-based system, we could simply assume ideal random generator available at

the terminal, in key generation based on channel randomness, the possible dependency

among samples could not be ignored. Thus, the information reconciliation process in

physical layer key generation, which involves in mitigating imperfect randomization,

could be more complicated than conventional key-based schemes. For instance, the

estimation samples may need to be filtered to eliminate dependent components.

Another notable prerequisite for information reconciliation in physical layer key

generation is quantization. As introduced, the complex channel estimations should be

first quantized before further processing. The quantization method is closely related

to the following information reconciliation. Those quantization techniques could be

characterized with two categories.

• lossy quantization: certain information or samples from the raw channel esti-

mations will be dropped during the quantization. For instance, in binary level

crossing, samples too close to the mean will be ignored. The purpose of lossy

quantization is to increase the uncertainty and randomness of the shared message,

hence increasing the key entropy.

• lossless quantization: the quantization process drops no, or only negligible num-

ber of samples from the raw estimations, hence fully leveraging the channel ca-
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pacity and hardware resources, leading to potentially better secret key rate.

The tradeoff between secrecy and key capacity regarding lossy and lossless quan-

tization affects following key generation procedures. It should be noted in key-based

security, information loss is inevitable since privacy amplification is based on data com-

pression. However, on what stage such compression should be performed, and how to

design efficient algorithm to generate secure yet high-rate keys are fundamental for

such designs. On the other hand, depending on the corresponding quantization, two

types of information reconciliation are commonly considered in physical layer key gen-

eration systems,

• Binary reconciliation: the reconciliation is based on binary information. Bi-

nary reconciliation is often involved in systems assuming binary channels, or in

quantization-based key generation, where raw channel estimations will be quan-

tized to binary messages.

• Continuous reconciliation: the reconciled messages are continuous random

variables. Such scheme is involved in physical layer generation using direct

channel estimations.

In [119], Mathur et al presented an practical key generation system based on

802.11 network. The proposed system employs binary quantization and leverages level

crossing for information reconciliation. Based on such framework, the authors also

considered facing against active attackers, which could insert fake level crossing index

into the legitimate communication. The proposed system employs an authentication

protocol based on excursion index. Since the main channel is unique to the legitimate

parties, the eavesdropper could only randomly insert fake index, which is highly un-

correlated to the authentic index. In response, upon receiving, legitimate terminals will

first access the proportion of matching bits in the index. Index with low proportion of

matching will be rejected. An active eavesdropper could also insert fake information in

the privacy amplification stage. In response, the authors proposed to divide the recon-

ciled message into two parts, one of which will be used as authentication signal. The

remaining bits are then used as secret key. It should be noted that the proposed frame-

work requires the main channel to be error-free, or has lower error probability than the

eavesdropper’s channel.
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Physical layer key generation with channel estimation could simplify the system

design, allowing more convenient algorithm such as level crossing to be deployed.

Since the channel parameters provide a competent source of randomness, the com-

putational costs and system requirements introduced by conventional key-based

security could be mitigated to a certain extent. However, such designs also bring

new challenges to be addressed.

• Dependency on channel estimation: channel estimation in practical wireless

networking is non-trivial, facing challenges regarding accuracy, speed and relia-

bility. The design of high performance channel estimation is still being explored.

Particularly, key generation with channel estimation usually assumes instanta-

neous channel estimation, which is more demanding than long-term estimation.

The resulting key generation performance faces corresponding limits, and is sub-

ject to estimation errors.

• Imperfect randomization: performance of key-based physical layer security

is subject to the wireless channel. Particularly, schemes based on channel es-

timation put more demands on channel conditions, since such designs leverage

channel parameters which are sensitive and subject to environmental factors. To

extract more random and unpredictable components from the raw samples, sig-

nal processing should be performed to discard undesirable factors like shadow

fading.

• Difficulty on quantization: quantization of complex channel parameters such

as impulse response could be difficult and involve sophisticated signal process-

ing. Meanwhile, such quantization also introduces information loss, especially

considering lossy quantization.

4.2.2 Key Generation with Signal Strength

Received signal strength indicator (RSSI) is a popular metric in wireless communica-

tion, which also could be used as common randomness for key generation. RSSI defers

from normal channel parameters since it is also subject to hardware device, and has

its own measurement other than channel state estimation. A major advantage of RSSI

is the fact that most of the current off-the-shelf wireless devices, without any modi-
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fication, can measure it on a per-frame basis. Also, different from complex channel

parameters, RSSI is a quantitative index itself, making it more straightforward to be

further accessed.

RSSI is not a direct measurement of the channel. In order to obtain common

randomness from the wireless channel, RSSI needs to be further transformed. For in-

stance, a common thought in RSSI based physical layer key generation is to access

the fluctuation of RSSI, instead of its absolute or average values commonly used in

other systems. For physical layer key generation, raw RSSI is stable and predictable,

while variations of RSSI are more unique to individual user. Also, raw RSSI is not

reciprocal, and could not fully demonstrate the underneath channel properties since it

is also affected by transmission factors including the output power of the transmitter

and the sensitivity of the receiver. On the other hand, the fluctuation of RSSI is known

unique to individual links, and hard to model, especially in multipath rich environment

such as indoor spaces. With two-way communication commonly assumed in key-based

security, other techniques could be used to mitigate non-channel factors in RSSI mea-

surement, including normalization and user calibration.

In [120], Aono et al proposed to use steerable parasitic array radiator (ESPAR)

antenna to create beneficial fluctuation on the wireless channel, and measure the result-

ing RSSI for key generation. ESPAR antenna is a type of smart antenna enabled for

variable directional transmission. The proposed system employs a successive transmis-

sion protocol, where an access point equipped with ESPAR antenna transmits probing

signals with different beam-forming patterns. Upon receiving successful acknowledge-

ment from the single-antenna receiver, the access point switch to receive mode to re-

ceive feedback message, before continuing to transmission with another beam forming

configuration. It should be noted that with certain configuration, the receiver may not

be able to receive the message, and the access point has to retransmit. The measured

RSSI at each side is normalized to have identical patterns.

In following procedure, the proposed system employs lossy quantization. Any

measurements that are too close to the median value are dropped, while only wildcard

measurements are used to extract key. Based on the remaining measurements, the me-

dian value is recalculated and the measurements are binary quantized with regard to the

median.
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Techniques proposed in channel estimation based schemes can also be leveraged

in RSSI based designs. In [119], the authors discussed the feasibility of applying level

crossing on RSSI measurement, which is available for off-the-shelf 802.11 devices. To

discard long-term shadow fading and hardware factors, the raw RSSI measurement are

filtered and normalized by subtracting out a moving average of the trace. The resulting

normalized samples then represent the relative fluctuations of RSSI, and are quantized

with level crossing algorithm expressed in 4.5.

In [121], a lossless binary quantization protocol is presented. Different from com-

mon binary lossy quantization which involves positive and negative thresholds, the

proposed system is focusing on measuring deep fade. Deep fade is strong destructive

interference experienced in wireless communication, which may result in severe drop

in the channel SNR. The protocol defines a deep fading threshold, and quantized RSSI

measurements that are below the threshold as 1, otherwise the sample is quantized as

0. It straightforward to see that compared to excursion based quantization, deep fade

quantization provides lower message entropy and requires deep fade environment, on

the other hand, it may provide higher secret key rate.

An notable quantization technique is adaptive secret bit generation (ASBG) pro-

posed by Jana et al [122], where the authors proposed a hybrid scheme built on foun-

dations of existing protocols. ASBG is essentially a lossy quantization method similar

to level crossing. However, ASBG divides the consecutive RSSI measurements into

blocks of appropriate size, which is a configurable parameter. For each block, they

independently calculate two thresholds t+ and t−. It should be noted that without fil-

tering, the resulting distribution for each block is not necessarily zero mean. Assuming

the average measurement for a block µ , the thresholds can be defined as following.

t+ = µ +α ∗σ

t− = µ −α ∗σ
(4.7)

In the following quantization, similar to level crossing, ASBG drops those mea-

surements lying between those thresholds. However, for information reconciliation,

ASBG makes the legitimate parties exchange index of dropped samples instead of ac-

cepted ones. Also, unlike level crossing, which normalizes the samples by subtracting a

moving average, ASBG divides the measurements into blocks and computes the thresh-
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olds for each block, making the protocol more adaptive to slow shifts of RSSI caused

by shadow fading.

Recalling the upper and lower bound quantization in level crossing, shown in equa-

tion 4.5, only samples at the indexed positions are quantized. Each index element rep-

resent a sequence of repeating bits, and only one bit of each sequence is picked. Hence

such quantization is based on occurrence of matched fading patterns. It should be noted

that within each such sequence, the raw measurements of each bit may vary, the infor-

mation of such discrepancy is lost during the quantization. In order to further improve

efficiency, ASBG proposed multiple bits quantization. When excursions of RSSI mea-

sured are agreed by the two legitimate parties, each sample in the excursions will be

quantized to multiple bits symbol, instead of binary bits.

ABSG conducts multiple bits quantization by following steps. Upon collecting

measurements, the legitimate parties first determine the range of measurements R from

the minimum and the maximum measured RSSI values, and identify a possible quanti-

zation size n, that n ≤ log2R. The legitimate parties then divide the range into m = 2n

equal sized intervals, and choose an n bit symbol for each interval with arbitrary deter-

ministic code. Finally, for each RSS measurement, extract n bits quantization according

to the interval in which the measurement lies. Such multiple bits quantization has been

reported to be able to significantly increase the secret key rate, since it further charac-

terizes the short-term fadings experienced in the main channel.

An essential factor for RSSI-based secret key extraction is the need of channel

variations. Since the secret key extraction leverages not the absolute value, but the

variation of RSSI to create secrecy, the mobility of client has huge impacts on the se-

crecy of the extracted key. Also, the multipath structure in indoor scenario, especially

whether there is a line of sight path between the legitimate nodes, affect the variation of

RSSI. An experimental study on those factors is presented in ASBG. In stationary sce-

nario, the RSSI variation is mainly caused not by actual changes in the channel, but the

noise caused by hardwares of transmitting and receiving devices, hence stationary user

not only bring lower entropy, but also higher disagreement rate. On the other hand,

mobile user introduces more channel shifting, enabling high entropy secret key with

low disagreement rate. ASBG also conducts an interesting experiment in a stationary

scenario where the adversary could intentionally block the LOS path between the legit-
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imate nodes, causing predictable patterns of variations on RSSI. For existing extraction

schemes, such a adversary brings great danger that the key could be compromised. The

same effect can be caused by a mobile client with predictable moving patterns known

to the adversary. Hence, not only mobility, but also the randomness of the mobility

is essential for RSSI based secret key extraction. This observation is coherent with

other works [121] in RSSI based key generation, which commonly suggests that user

mobility is highly desirable.

It should be noted that the half-duplex nature of the majority of existing wire-

less infrastructure could not allow the two legitimate parties to measure the channel at

the same time on the same channel. Considering time-division system, the time slot

of channel measurement, whether channel estimation and signal strength, should be

kept within the coherence time to validate the reciprocity. Existing schemes commonly

order the measurements at each side by sequence number instead of absolute times-

tamp, assuming the channel within coherence time is invariable. In [123], the authors

proposed to use timestamps, and compensate the mismatch with interpolation. In the

following quantization, the authors proposed to to rank the interpolated measurements

in order to eliminate hardware factors.

To be more precise, the ranking algorithm convert continuous channel measure-

ments and interpolations to quantized index by computing their ranking in the chosen

sequence, then replacing the values with ranking orders. The proposed system lever-

ages an modified multiple bits quantization protocol, where the quantization intervals

are based on cumulative distribution functions of the collected samples. The cumula-

tive distribution is divided into 2n equal size intervals based on probability, instead of

the range of values.

Signal strength based key generation becomes a popular technique for physical

layer security since the measurement of RSSI is commonly available on various

wireless networking including 802.11, bluetooth and cellular networking. The

shortcomings of such design is mainly due to the fact that RSSI is not a direct

estimate of the channel and affected by non-channel factors. Hene additional

means of eliminating asymmetrical RSSI measurements should be considered.

Also, RSSI is much more stable compared to channel estimations, especially in

static environment. Thus, RSSI based schemes require more dynamic environ-
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ment or user mobility to generate sufficient results. On the other hand, the RSSI

measurement on consumer devices is not ideally sufficient on speed. State of the

art physical layer key generation security achieves secret key rate in the order of

bit per second, or bit per measurement/estimation, which may results a key gener-

ation time larger than the coherence time. Hence, the design of effective physical

layer key generation is still an open problem.

4.3 Key Agreement with Cooperation and Multiple An-

tennas

Developments in keyless physical layer security can be leveraged to facilitate key-based

security. Apart from the common information theoretic tools and stochastic code de-

signs, practical enhancement including cooperation and multiple antenna systems are

useful for key-based schemes as well. In [124], Pierrot and Bloch considered key-

based security with destination based cooperative jamming where both legitimate par-

ties could send additional messages to confuse the eavesdropper. The authors con-

sidered conventional scheme based on randomization at the terminals and stochastic

coding. The secret key capacity of such system is derived. Assuming Gaussian two-

way wiretap channel, the simulation results show that destination based jamming brings

improvement on the secret key rate.

In [125], Shimizu et al proposed secret key agreement based on a two-way two-

hop relaying system where the legitimate parties communicate with each other via a

trusted relay, and generate secret keys with the help of the relaying signal. The pro-

posed scheme considers amplify and forward reply with different settings, namely sim-

ple AF, signal combining AF, multiple access AF and AF with artificial noise. In signal

combining AF and multiple access, the relay combines its simultaneously or succes-

sively received signals from two parties before transmitting, instead of relaying one

way transmission directly. The legitimate parties could therefore extract intended mes-

sages with knowledge of their own transmitted message, which the eavesdropper could

not, hence further improving the secrecy. Meanwhile, the authors proposed an AF with

artificial noise strategy based on combining signals, assuming the relay and eavesdrop-

per are equipped with multiple antennas. Standard beam forming is utilized to create
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deconstructive interference at the eavesdropper. The following key generation is based

on fading coefficients obtained from channel estimations.

Another two-hop relaying key generation system is proposed in [126]. The pro-

posed system employs successive channel probing between the legitimate parties and

the relay. To be more precise, the fading timeslot is divided into three parts. In the first

two slots, the legitimate parties transmit training signals x and y to the relay respec-

tively. In the final slot, the relay broadcast its training signal r. Such process allows the

three parties to obtain channel estimations of the two hop channels. In the following key

generation stage, both legitimate parties reach agreements of secret keys K1 and K2 with

the relay respectively. The relay then broadcasts bit wise summation K1 ⊕K2. Upon

receiving, the legitimate parties will decompose two keys, and choose the one with big-

ger entropy as the common secret key. Particularly, the proposed scheme considers an

active eavesdropper, which could insert jam signal in each of the training phase. The

authors modeled the optimal active attack strategy for the eavesdropper based on jam-

ming power allocation. The results show that the optimal power allocation outperforms

simple average power allocation, yet a positive secret key rate is achievable even facing

the optimal attack strategy.

The role of multiple antennas in improving secrecy key rate has also been dis-

cussed . In [127], Wallace and Sharma considered key-based security for indoor MIMO

networking on 2.51 GHz to 2.59GHz regarding both LOS and non-LOS environments.

A measurement campaign is presented to analyze factors that my affect the performance

of MIMO physical layer key generation. The results show that non-LOS environment

is beneficial for such systems, as LOS channels exhibit about half of the available key

rate compared to non-LOS, due to the more predictable channel patterns. Assuming

non-LOS environment, the authors also considered the impact of the number of anten-

nas. Similar to existing literature, the measurement assumes the transmitter and the

eavesdropper has same amount of antennas N1, while the receiver is equipped with N2

antennas. The results suggest that larger number of antennas could bring higher secret

key rate. Two important factors for key-based security have been identified through

simulations, namely sufficient multipath and spatial separation of the eavesdropper.

As introduced, an unconventional key-based security with destination based jam-

ming in OFDM is presented in iJam[88]. The proposed system makes the transmitter to
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send repeated messages for key establishment. Upon receiving such transmission two

copies of the repeated messages, the receiver randomly decides to jam the samples of

one of the copies. The jamming signal is constructed following Gaussian distribution,

hence preventing the eavesdropper from identifying jammed samples. In order to make

the system robust against the dependency on eavesdropper’s location, the proposed sys-

tem leverages two-way jamming, where both the legitimate parties will send and jam

successively. The protocol is reported to significantly improve the secret key rate from

the order of bits per second to kilobits per second. However, it should be noted that

the proposed scheme differs from conventional jamming strategy, and is not fully se-

cure from an information theoretic perspective, as the eavesdropper has large chance to

break the secret key by brute force.

The various practical enhancement proposed in keyless physical layer security

hold great potentials to be applied in key-based systems. The integration of those

fields is still in its early stage, and further investigation in this area will likely bring

promising results. Meanwhile, techniques like cooperative jamming also brings

the chance for designing unconventional systems that do not follow the framework

of information theoretic security, making key-based designs more flexible.
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Conclusion

Through decades of development, physical layer security has evolved from theoretic

modeling to practical system design, and has been adapted to new networking tech-

nologies. As wireless networking becomes increasingly popular and capable, commu-

nication privacy and security become increasingly important issues, which are chal-

lenged by some inherent features of wireless communication such as superposition and

openness. The openness of wireless medium makes it difficult to prevent unintended

recipients, and superposition increases the risk that the intended message might be al-

tered or jammed.

Naturally, designing secure physical layer wireless networking draw great atten-

tion in the research community, and recently we have witnessed active discussion and

notable proposals in this area due to both theoretical and technical breakthroughs.

Realistically, security in wireless networks can be complicated and composed of

various components. Physical layer security, leveraging inherent properties of the wire-

less channel, can be used to enhance and complement conventional security measures

by introducing information-theoretic secrecy. For example, the advent of wireless net-

works has fostered the development of mobile ad-hoc networks comprised of many de-

vices with heterogeneous capabilities; the wide range of computing power available in

the devices makes it difficult to deploy a public-key infrastructure. Physical layer secu-

rity could be a means to refresh the secret keys used in upper layers without deploying

a traditional key management infrastructure. Also, radio access in today’s wireless net-

works can be chaotic, as roaming and frequent hand-off procedures of mobile devices

cause regular signalling exchanges between terminals for updating their associations.

The heterogeneity and scalability of modern wireless networks lead to simplified de-
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sign of early negotiation procedure without sufficient protection. In WLAN networks,

identifiers or hardware address of terminals are directly used, and some of the protocol

management frames are not encrypted, leaving the transmission vulnerable to traffic

analysis and privacy leakage. In Zigbee, where a master key is used, key attack such as

KillerBee [128] is able to extract the key through traffic analysis. With physical layer

security techniques reviewed in this thesis, existing network security can be enhanced

by facilitating key management, or introducing additional protection during vulnerable

periods such as the early negotiation stages. Moreover, physical layer security can be

integrated with conventional security protocols with low cost since it mainly operates at

the radio interface, and recent developments in the field have greatly improve its tech-

nology readiness, as latest works are commonly capable for prototype demonstration.

Yet, physical layer security still has its limitations, as its performance is restricted

by physical channel conditions. To further improve practicality and achieve guaranteed

or predictable capacity remain major challenges in the field, especially considering

the diverse nature of wireless networks. In this section, we introduce some emerging

topics in physical layer security and present our conclusions of the state of the art, and

thoughts about possible future research directions in this area.

5.1 New Topics in Physical layer Security
Physical layer security can involve interactions between various agents (transmitters,

receivers, helpers, and attackers). In practice, how those agents are constrained with

computational, hardware and energy limits, which are closely related to the security

performance and optimal strategy. Inter-disciplinary analyses based on game theory

and microeconomics have been reported useful to fully understand such problem.

Game theory has been widely applied in the analysis of multiple agents systems.

The central principle of game theory is to model agents as rational entities whose sole

focus is to maximize their individual gains or payoff functions by different strategies.

A non-cooperative strategy assumes agents reject coordination with one another termi-

nals, while in a cooperative strategy players may choose to cooperate to achieve mutual

benefit. The dynamics of agent interactions will reach a point where the state of the

system becomes stable, and no player has an incentive to deviate are known as Nash

equilibria.
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A formulation of zero-sum game model in physical layer security in presented in

[129]. The model uses SINR as payoff functions, assumes the legitimate parties have

only partial knowledge of the channel. It is reported that without knowledge of the

eavesdropper’s channel, an optimal strategy can be uniformly distribute signal energy

over the subchannels.

In [130], Mukherjee and Swindlehurst presented a game model for MIMO wire-

tap channel with active eavesdropper. The authors considered a MIMO security system

based on artificial noise, where the transmitter spares part of its power on meaning-

less jamming signals. On the other hand, the active eavesdropper can choose between

passive eavesdropping and active jamming. The tradeoffs of the transmitter and the

eavesdropper are modelled with the secrecy capacity as payoff functions. As a re-

sults, assuming different channel knowledge at the agents, equilibria with correspond-

ing strategies are derived.

As mentioned, physical layer security is very concerned with coding design, espe-

cially stochastic coding. Emerging technologies in wireless networking require novel

coding techniques, which should be accessed from a security perspective. An example

of such new techniques is the design of resilient codes for distributed data and cloud

storage systems, known as distributed storage coding. The objective of such systems is

to accurately reconstruct the data which is divided and distributed over various storage

nodes. Since storage nodes are assumed imperfect and subject to failure, thus fault-

tolerance with bandwidth constraints is the primary code design criterion. Meanwhile,

it is also critical to protect the information from being reconstructed by eavesdropper.

The attack on such system usually occure during node repairing, when a node experi-

ences failure and needs to download subsets of data stored at a set of surviving nodes,

hence reconstructing the lost block using the downloaded data. A modeling of such

problem is presented in [131]. The authors derived an upper bound of the amount of

data that can be stored securely and reliably, known as the secrecy capacity of such sys-

tem, based on the storage capacity of each node, and the total amount of downloaded

data.

As introduced, existing literature in information theoretic security and physical

layer security mainly consider passive attack, or eavesdropping, which is popular in

wireless networking and can lead to active attacks. Meanwhile, passive attack and
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active attack are closely related in practice. Many physical layer security protocols as-

sume pure passive attacker, and require priori established authentication, limiting their

practicality. Hence, the design of physical layer authentication becomes increasingly

imperative.

Physical layer authentication can be seen as a sub-area in non-cryptographic

authentication. Existing schemes can be divided into two categories, namely hard-

ware fingerprinting and channel/location-based fingerprinting. Hardware fingerprint-

ing. Hardware-based fingerprinting is based on the reflection of unique features of the

hardware on the transmitted waveforms, such as characteristics of radio transceiver,

clock and integrated circuits. However, such features are usually difficult to measure in

practice. On the other hand, channel/location-based fingerprinting is more commonly

deployed, which involves typical channel measurement like channel state information

and RSSI. Meanwhile, multiple antenna technology gives new possibilities to such de-

signs. A location fingerprinting scheme based on angle of arrival (AoA) detection

enabled by multiple antennas has been proposed in [132]. Linking physical layer au-

thentication with physical layer secrecy requires examining existing techniques from

an information theoretic perspective, which is presented in [133].
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5.2 Conclusions and Future Directions
In this thesis, we provide an extensive and comprehensive review on physical layer

security in wireless networking. The problem of designing secure networking itself is

dynamic and brings new challenges as novel technologies emerge. Existing techniques

in this area have been discussed and proposed in different contexts and with various

terminologies. Meanwhile, as we have shown, the many designs for physical layer se-

curity are not unconnected, but instead closely related to each other. Hence we believe

such a review is necessary not only to access and categorize existing literature based on

their characteristics and limitations, but also highlight their relationships.

Research on physical layer security is both theoretical and practical. Emerging

from information theoretic security pioneered by Wyner, physical layer security is fo-

cused on achieving secrecy capacity indicated by theoretical results in practical net-

working. The essence of information theoretic security is the stochastic code designs

for wiretap channel, where the communication of two legitimate parties are challenges

by an eavesdropper. Proved in theory, under certain conditions regarding the legitimate

channel and the eavesdropper’s channel, secret communication can be achieved with-

out encryption. In practical wireless networking, techniques like relaying, cooperative

terminals and multiple antennas can contributed to create desirable channel conditions,

making such approaches more feasible.

On the other hand, the establishment of a shared secret key is often desirable in

wireless networks, and physical layer security can also facilitate such a functional-

ity. Conventional secrecy communication techniques enable confidential information

exchange between two or more legitimate parties, enhancing key distribution. Addi-

tional methods can then be leveraged to reconcile information on the two sides, and

extract secret keys. Such methods commonly share the same principle of randomiza-

tion as keyless secrecy communication. Moreover, the reciprocity and discriminability

of wireless medium enables secret keys to be extracted from the wireless channel itself.

The foundation of such systems is an information theoretic assessment of infor-

mation leakage and secrecy. Hence the security is defined as the level of equivocation

created at the eavesdropper. Apart from means in wired network, physical layer secu-

rity in wireless networking can also exploit the independence of wireless channels and

common fading and noise, or leverage superposition and construct dedicated interfer-
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ence towards the attackers.

Wireless communication is subject to environmental factors, and involves diverse

signal processing methods and transmission protocols. On the other hand, physical

layer security in wireless networking places requirements on the wireless channel, hard-

ware as well as the underlying signal. To build practical security systems for the diverse

settings of wireless networking is non-trivial. During recent years, a notable resurgence

has been witnessed in this area, and promising new results should be expected. The

scope of future directions in this area is extensive, here we highlight several notable

examples.

• Experimental validation: physical layer security in wireless networking is build

on various assumptions of channel models. Real time experimental study emu-

lating differing channel conditions and adversaries is needed to fully understand

the capacity and limits of physical layer security in practical networks.

• Scalability: it should be noted that most of existing literature in physical layer se-

curity consider rather simplified communication models. Classical wiretap chan-

nel considers a simple three-terminal situation, while recent schemes include re-

laying and multiple access scenarios. Very little discussion has been presented

about security in large scale networks. Modern wireless networking is impres-

sive in its scalability, and large scale commercial networks are operated on a

daily base. The security challenges in such large scale networks considering user

interactions and capacity constraints should be better understood.

• Compatibility with emerging technologies: as mentioned, the performance of

physical layer security is closely related to the underlying signal. Since wireless

communication has kept evolving, and new network standards are being devel-

oped, it can be expected that new network scenarios and corresponding security

schemes will continue to be developed as well, which require more fundamental

understanding of physical layer security, and designing flexible methods inde-

pendent upon different types of network.

• Cross-layer designs: physical layer security can be deployed in parallel with

conventional encryption based security. In practice, upper layer security proto-
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cols like WEP and WPA are widely deployed, and the implementation of physical

layer security in a real system is likely to be part of a layered-approach. The de-

sign of protocols that combine traditional cryptographic techniques with physical

layer techniques is an rich but unexplored resource for further study. A key part of

such research is the definition of proper metrics that can assess the performance

of such hybrid schemes.

• Security with full-duplex radio: the development in full-duplex radio has re-

cently achieved remarkable breakthroughs [47], which will significantly change

the current understanding of wireless networking. Full-duplex radio also brings

opportunities for physical layer security. For instance, key-based security in half-

duplex network can not have ideally symmetrical channel estimations. With full-

duplex, the efficiency of key agreement will be greatly improved. The feasibility

of full-duplex radio and its security applications is an notable direction to follow.
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